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Nuclear
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Country :
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Pin Code :
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Life Style
Diet :

Occasionally Non-Veg

Smoke :

Occasionally

Drink :

Yes

Personal Values :

East West mix
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General Predictions from Lal-Kitab
You will have very soft nature. You may not put forward your points in an
aggressive manner. Normally while talking, there will be a smile on your face. You
voice might be little light or soft. You may be fond of makeup. You will like
perfumes and may use some expensive cream or oil to do your hair. You will take
special care of your body and will also take great care of whatever you wear.
You will be soft spoken. First, you will carefully listen to others and then when you
will get a chance, you will put your points ahead. But, whichever subject you talk
about, you will be very thorough in it.
You will have special interest in Mathematics. If Mercury is situated in a good
position in your Horoscope, then you will be a scholar in mathematics. But instead
of using mathematics in your studies, you may use it to keep track of small
calculations and accounting of small things. You will have serious nature. You will
not share your worries and thoughts with others quite easily. But at the times of
difficulties, you will have to face it all by yourself, because you will not be able to
share them with others and this will have an adverse effect on your body and you
might suffer from head and stomach related problems.
You may feel very happy to help others at the time when they are sick. You will
take care of all their small needs and will continue helping them without having the
least concern of your own comforts. You might settle in a different place than
yourbirth place and this will help in awakening your fortune. You may also go on
several long journeys and will get benefit from them. You will have very friendly
nature and may befriend very easily.
You will have quite nature and will take interest in makeup. You will have a special
knowledge and understanding. You will make use of your intelligence in your day
today activities.
There may be many kinds of changes in your life and you might get attracted to
long journeys. You will have the desire to know anything from its roots. You will
dodeep research even of the small aspects of anything. You will perform any work
in your own way. You will make use of a lot of technology. You might be very
successful as an invigilator, income tax officer or as a teacher of mathematics.
You will spend your accumulated wealth in the right way. You will take special care
of beauty and cleanliness in your life. You will also take special care of decorating
your house.
You will enjoy a good health. You will take good care of diet. In times of difficulites,
your health may also get affected. You should do any work in your own way. It
willget entangled if you would take advice from others.
You will lend a helpful hand to your spouse in the household chores. You can place
things in your house in a better way than others.
If you get married on your own then there might be something lacking in your
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choice. Your married life will be normal. You will try to have a cordial relationship
with your spouse.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 2nd house, you might get a
lotof wealth. You will get enough comfort from your relatives and will enjoy cordial
relationship with them. You will be successful in business. You will be fond of
collecting antiques.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 2nd house, you will get all
luxuries of life. Your life style will be very high and your wealth might be spent of
luxuries and decorative things. Your speech will be effective in its unique way and
will be sweet in a different way. You will have knowledge of many forms of art and
you may take interest in music. You will be very intelligent.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 2nd house, your friends will
have good nature and will belong to the high class in society. You might be related
to learning, writing, advertisement etc. You might also earn wealth as a broker or
alawyer. If Mercury is not aspected by Ketu or Mars then you might be successful
in astrology. You will be very intelligent. You will be capable to impress others.
People will praise you and will believe you to be a learned person.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 2nd house, you will enjoy all
kinds of luxuries. You might keep a desire to make relationships with other
women.You will be rich and a good orator. Your wealth might get destroyed once
in your lifetime but you will regain it.
In your Horoscope, because of Mercury being in the 2nd house, if your sister, aunt
or daughter is getting some unfavorable results then you should donate rice, milk
etc. at a religious place. This will reduce the malefic effects to some extent.
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Planet in House Predictions (Lal-Kitab)
(All Predictions are based on Lal Kitab Kundali)

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in 1st house. You will be very polite & sweet
tongued. Your disposition will be very generous. But, if anybody will try to harm you
or challenge you, you will not leave him/her. Your behavior will be good. You will be
bold and valiant and devastate your enemies. You will earn name & fame. You will be
self established, but mentally, you may not be very relaxed. You may remain little
worried. You may have interest in politics. You will have a broad spectrum of
educational achievements. You may involve in the job of accounting. You will be very
idealistic and always hold your principals. You will never deviate from your thoughts.
You will abhor drug and alcohols. You will love to initiate anything and lead the game.
You will be aggressive and revert fiercely. You will be arduous and never step back
towork hard. Your trait will help you to become rich. You will be benevolent and help
others. More you struggle, more you move towards the pinnacle of success & fame.
Your fame will augment more. Those, who try to bother or harm you, will be finished.
If you spend your money for religious deeds and welfare of others, you will make
progress. You may tie nuptial knot during the 24th year of your age and enjoy the
comfort of wife and children. You will work for the welfare of society. You will believe
in anything only after being the eye witness of same. Your baldness will be
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harbinger of your prosperous time. You will be an independent thinker and will not
follow the same track used by others. You will earn benefits through your journeys.
You may hold higher position in government department or may have good contacts
with government officials. You may take advantages out of these contacts.
If you misbehave with common person or try to create obstacle in family welfare
deeds or light up the dark room at the end of your home, your Sun may become
weaker. If your Sun is weaker because of any reason including above mentioned
causes, you may get adverse results. You may suffer from ailments of bone & heart.
Anger and harsh talk may cause blood pressure.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't have alcohols and non-vegetarian foods.
2. Behave in well manner during day time.
Remedies :
1. Offer sugar mixed water to Sun.
2. Build a dark room at the end of home.
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In your horoscope, Moon is situated in 2nd house. You will be fortunate. You will
amass the wealth and be prosperous. Your wealth will increase. You will enjoy the
comfort of father and brother. Your pedigree will increase. You will inherit parental
land & property. You will hold a higher position in your profession. You will succeed
in your love affair. Financial condition of your wife's family will be sound. You will get
the benefit of wealth and property from your father and in-laws. You will enjoy the
comfort of your mother till 48 years of your age. Birth of twin may take place in your
family. You may earn more profit in business of rice, silver, milk and other white
things. You will get auspicious results during your old age. Last phase of your life will
be full of happiness and comfort.
If you insult you mother or old woman, tease your in-laws to get wealth or have
non-vegetarian food and alcohols or build temple at home to worship there, your
Moon may become weak. If your Moon is weak due to any reason, your financial
condition may become worse between the ages of 25 to 34 years of your life. You
may be ruined due to love affairs. You may not get comfort of children or it may get
delayed. You may not get comfort of sister. Your sister, daughter or any girl in your
family may suffer from hysteria.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't keep Shivling, statues, bells, shell conch etc. in home.
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2. Don't have alcohols.
Remedies :
1. Touch the feet of mother and old women and take their blessings.
2. Take the rice and silver from mother, keep these things in sac of white cloth and
keep with yourself.

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in 3rd house. You will be a dreamer and may
always wander in the world of imaginations. You will be polite and soft spoken. You
will get help from your in- laws. Your family will also provide you good support. You
will be expert in winning over adverse conditions. Your physical and mental ability will
give you recognition. You will get opportunities to show your ability. You will get
comfort of parents and siblings. Your friends will also help you. Your wife will hail
from a good family.
If you have contacts with others' women or become arrogant or have non-vegetarian
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food & alcoholic drinks or become very short tempered, your Mars may become
weak. If your Mars is weak due to any reason, you will get your work done through
tricks and fraud ways. You may have futile hopes. Your over indulgence may ruin
you. You may be debtor. Any of your family members may die suddenly. Condition
of your child may become weak. Your wife may give birth to a dead child or she
mayundergo a miscarriage. There may be theft occur at your home. Your uncle or
brother may remain worried on the account of his children. Your brother, relatives or
friends may become reason of your ruin. Quarrel or dispute may be cause of your
death. You may suffer from blood disorder or abdominal ailment.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't keep things made up of ivory.
2. Don't stay in south facing home.
Remedies :
1. Wear silver ring in left hand.
2. Wear silver bracelet in right hand.
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In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in 2nd house. You will be creator of own
fate.You will be hard worker, earn money through your labour and will become rich.
You have Rajyoga and will enjoy a royal life. You will love your wife very much and
take care of her. Your wife's family may not be rich. You may have interest in
music.You may be fickle minded and selfish. You may get more comfort from your
daughter. You will be learned and preacher. Your father or grandfather will be very
rich. You will get benefits from government. Your source of income will be good. You
will stay away from your birth place. Your mind will be sharp and reply appropriately
& immediately. Whoever meets you, he / she will be benefited. No. of female
members may be more in your family. You may remain worried due to your
children.You may behave like a sage and king both.
If you have contacts with worldly saints, gamble or invest money in speculations,
yourMercury may become weak. If your Mercury is weak due to any reason, your
comfort of father may reduce. You may get blamed or earn bad name. If you eat
non-vegetarian food, you will travel a lot. Your journeys may not be beneficial.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't have parrot, sheep & goat at home.
2. Stay away from thread, tabij, water & sacred ash.
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Remedies :
1. Donate milk & rice at religious place.
2. Clean your teeth with alum.

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 1st house. You may be a learned person or
teacher or preacher. You will be erudite, father of intelligent children and humble.
You will get honor from government. You will earn your livelihood through your
knowledge. You may also get parental property. You will keep earning money even if
you don't get higher education. You will get honor only because of your magical
characteristic. You will acquire mental power, while living with renowned people.
Yourcondition will improve after your marriage and your luck will rise. You will build a
home from your earning. You will get property. You will remain happy and healthy.
Your comfort will increase as you become older. Your wife will be obedient and
serveyou with dedication.
If you don't complete your education, criticize others without any reason, meet your
expenses from donation or gifts, drink alcoholic beverages at your young age, your
Jupiter may become weak. If your Jupiter is weak due to any reason, your
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education may get hampered. Your father may die because of asthma, heart
diseaseor mental illness. You may also suffer from asthma or any respiratory
ailment.You may get inauspicious results after the birth of first son.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't take anything free of cost.
2. Believe in fate.
Remedies :
1. Put a mark of saffron or turmeric over forehead.
2. Take the blessings of old persons.
3. Must complete graduation.
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In your horoscope, Venus is situated in 12th house. You may have interest in
astrology and occult subjects. You will bring your family up. You will get good
benefits from government. You will live a happy and comfortable life. Works which
accomplished through your wife will be beneficial for you. You will get certain results
of your efforts. Your wife will be helpful during bad time. Your wife will lead your
progress. If you respect your wife, you will get good results. You will get enough
wealth after marriage. Your married life will be very harmonious and pleasurable.
Youwill be benevolent and always remain eager to help others. Your early life will be
full of luxuries. You may have some doubts in your mind. You may love painting or
singing. You will follow righteous path and get auspicious results. You will get
benefitsfrom agriculture. You may be cruel, but your honor will not decline. You may
have huge property.
If you don't have good relations with your wife or don't care for her during her poor
health, have intimate relations with other women, your Venus may become weak. If
your Venus is weak due to any reason, you luck may not favor you. Your wife may
remain ill. You may waste your time in telling your past during your old age. There
may be malefic impact of daughter on your life.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Take special care of your wife's
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health.
2. Don't deviate from righteous path.
Remedies :
1. Donate cow.
2. Burn lamp (Deepak) filled with ghee.

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in 1st house. After your birth, wealth &
propertyof your father will increase. You may become doctor or engineer. You may
have doubtful nature. You will get more profit in any profession related to iron, wood,
salt & fire. Your wealth will increase. Your parents will never face financial crisis.
Youwill live long life.
If you tell lie, get addicted, have intimate relations with other women, or your
intentions are bad, your Saturn may become weak. If your Saturn is weak due to
anyreason, you may not get your desired education or your education may get
hampered. You may be lazy and your health may not remain good. You may face
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scarcity. There may be malefic impact on your wealth. Your wife may suffer.
Ancestral work may not be beneficial for you. You may become liar, cheater and
thief. If you have more hair on body, it may be indication of your poverty. If you are
in government service, you may not get very good results. You may not get much
benefit from government. Your wife may face physical troubles. You may be
deceived or your things may be stolen. Your children may face trouble. You may
meet losses in your business or your father or grandfather may become bankrupt.
Your luck may get diminished. You may have risk from fire. You may suffer from
stomach ailment. You may face financial crisis. Your mother may face trouble and
on this account, you may remain worried.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't play drums etc. at the time of your marriage or birth of your child.
2. Don't have alcoholic drinks, non vegetarian food.
Remedies :
1. For the advancement in your business or job, burry Surma at a secluded place.
2. During financial crisis, feed jiggery and banana to monkey.
3. During ill health, apply the milk (sap) of banyan roots on your forehead.
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In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in 11th house. For this reason, you will have a
happy childhood. You will get opportunity to study in a very high educational
institution. You will get paternal comfort from your father. You will go ahead in life
even without the help of your parents. You will be strong and will love justice. You will
live your life on your own earning. The cordial relations with your parents may turn
bitter. You may earn wealth through work in foreign tours. There is a possibility of
getting ditched if you keep faith in other people.
If you keep pistol with you, wear blue sapphire (gem stone), keep unused electric
objects or wires, keep drawers or cash box empty then your rahu may become
weak.If your rahu becomes weak due to any reason, your father may face troubles.
After the death of your father, you will meet losses. You may keep company of
characterless people. You will earn wealth through unethical means. Your problem
will increase due to genital disease. Your child may be weak and disable. You may
face poverty in your youth. Your relations with your grandfather and father will not
remain pleasant. Your father's economic condition after your birth may become
worse. You will be expert in your work and may keep the company of cunning
people. There are possibilities of involving unnecessary quarrel. You may meet
financial losses.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't wear Blue
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Sapphire.
2. Don't keep pistols in the house.
3. Keep electrical goods in good condition.
Remedies :
1. Keep your head covered.
2. Flow 4 dry coconuts & even piece made up of 4 kg coins into water.
3. If you smoke cigarette, then keep a silver pipe for smoking.

In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in 5th house. You will get wealth suddenly. You
will get unique super power. You will be devotee of your Guru. After 24 years of your
life, you will get good results. You will get comfort during 34th year of your life from
your son, and after that from your grandson. You will get comfort of mother till 48th
year of your age. Your relation with your wife will remain cordial. Your children will
follow your character. You may remain happy by following righteous path in life.
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Your financial condition will be good. Your financial condition will improve after the
birth of your son. If you don't deviate from virtuous path, you will not get inauspicious
results. You will get children according to your wish.
If you lose your character, create trouble for your or others' sons, kill the dog, your
ketu may become weak. If your Ketu is weak due to any reason, you may not get
much comfort from your son. Your time may not remain good till 45th year of your
age. Your children may face troubles. You may suffer from asthma or respiratory
ailment. You may face impediments. You may join the company of wicked people.
Your son may be inauspicious for your mother.
If you are passing through above mentioned sufferings, perform following
Precaution / Remedies.
Precaution :
1. Don't join the company of wicked people.
2. Don't lock iron box. Keep it opening now & then.
Remedies :
1. Serve the father, grandfather and teacher.
2. Offer sugar mixed water to Sun.
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Assumption of Native Palm throgh Lal-Kitab

Sun In 1st House

Moon In 2nd House

Mars In 3rd House

Mercury In 2nd House

Jupiter In 1st House

Venus In 12th House

Saturn In 1st House

Rahu In 11th House

Ketu In 5th House
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Reason and Upay for every Aspect of life from Lal-Kitab
(All Predictions are based on Lal Kitab Kundali)
Education related predictions and Upay :
During an examination, if you use a golden capped red pen, having any colour ink
filled in it, then you will surely get through the examination.
Jehi par kripa karhi janu jaani. Kavi ur ajir nachawahi baani.
Mori sudharihi so sab bhanti. Jasu kripa nahi kripa aghati.
Recite these chaupai 108 times daily in the morning.
Om mannisad pratishtham twamgamh shashwato samah.
Yat kraunchmithuna dekmavdhih kammohitam.
If you recite this hymn thrice a day, just after getting up in the morning without
talking to anyone, then you will receive excellent education.
Janaksuta jag janni janki.
Atisay priy karunanidhan ki.
Take jug pad kamal mnavun.
Jasu kripa nirmal mati pavun.
If you recite this hymn 108 times daily, after worshiping the picture of Lord Ram
and Sita, then you will receive excellent education.
Budhdihin tanu jani ke Sumirau Pawan Kumar,
Bal budhdi vidya dehu mohi harhu kales vikar.
Recite this hymn 108 times daily, after worshiping Lord Hanuman. It will amplify
your intelligence and memory.
Guru grah gaye paran raghurai, alp kal vidya sab aai.
Alpa kaal vidya sab pai.
If you go to the school after reciting this Chuapai 108 times daily, then you will
surely get through the examination.
According to Lal Kitab, for those who are weak at studies, wearing a green
coloured 'Turmali', studded in a silver ring or a necklace would help.
You will surely be successful in your examination if you throw 7 knots of turmeric
and sweets made of gram flour, tied in a yellow coloured cloth, in the river on
Thursday.
On a Thursday during Shukl paksh, after reciting 'Om Namah Shivai', you should
wear two 5-mouth rudraksh with a single-hole mouth rudraksh in between them,
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woven in a red thread, after touching it with a shivlingam.
Recite the mantra, 'Om Gang Ganpathe', before the commencement of the
examination and it will surely show favorable results.
Donating half a liter of milk at a religious place on the way to take an examination
will prove useful for you.
According to Lal Kitab, if your child shows no interest in studies or is reluctant to
goto the school or makes excuses from attending the school, then make him
weara rectangular copper piece, woven in a white thread, around his neck.
Keep a white page in your pocket while taking an examination after having written
Yogeshwar 'Shri Krishna Prasang' 17 times on it with a red coloured pen during an
auspicious day or during the pusay nakshastra.

Health and Dieses related predictions and Upay :

In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, there
is a high possibility that you may face an internal bodily injury.
In your horoscope, Rahu is placed in the 11th house. According to Lal Kitab, you
may be little deaf.
In your horoscope, Moon and Mercury are situated together. According to Lal
Kitab, you may suffer from hydrocele. Adopt the remedies of Mars.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 12th house. According to Lal Kitab, this
will render adverse effects on the health of your wife. As a remedy, donate animal
fodder weighing the same as the weight of your wife. Your wife should bury
jaggery and barley at a deserted place. She should burry 43 blue flowers at a
deserted place at 5 p.m.If there are recurring cases of illness in your house, then
adopt any of following remedies. Bake 4 extra sweet breads than the total
numberof breads prepared everyday in your house and feed them to a black dog,
black cow or a black crow on a no-moon day or on the day of Sankranti, once a
month. Donate a hollow gourd at a religious place, once a month. Keep a one,
twoor five rupee coin under the pillow of a patient in the night and then donate it in
the morning to a sweeper. If you are passing by a graveyard, then make sure to
throw a one or two rupee coin in it.

Money, Business & Employement related predictions and Upay :

In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 1st house and its enemy planets are
situated in the center. According to Lal Kitab, it will be more beneficial for you to
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be employed in service rather than doing business. As a remedy burry 60 grams
ofblack antimony at a deserted place.
In your horoscope, Sun and Saturn are situated in the 1st house. According to Lal
Kitab, any work related to gold and silver will be beneficial for you.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed along with Rahu, Ketu or Saturn. According to Lal
Kitab, you may face shortage of money in your life.
In your horoscope, Jupiter and Sun are situated together. According to Lal Kitab,
this planetary combination is known as Royal Wealth. Your financial health will be
strong.
In your horoscope, Jupiter is placed in the 1st house and its enemy planets are
situated in the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 9th, 11th or 12th house. According to Lal Kitab, you
will inherit lot of parental property.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, you will
earn enough money by doing government service or contract based works.
In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the 2nd house. According to Lal Kitab, you
will earn profits by indulging in business related to rice, selling-buying of animals or
work related to fruit bearing trees.
In your horoscope, Mercury is placed in the 2nd house. According to Lal Kitab, you
will be in a beneficial situation if you indulge in business related to paint, colour or
general store.
In your horoscope, Jupiter is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, you
will be in a beneficial situation if you are in a government service or if you are a
highlevel religious leader or the chief of any religious place.
In your horoscope, Rahu is placed in the 11th house. According to Lal Kitab, you
will earn profits by indulging in business of aluminum articles.
Residance related predictions and Upay :

If the main entrance into your house is towards the southern direction and the
kitchen is placed on the right hand side, while coming out of the house, and there
isa bathroom or an area of water situated right in front of the kitchen, then you
may always have to face troubles. There are also chances of financial loss.
If your house is under the shadow of a tree, then this might wipe out the
favorableeffects of Mars.
If there is a dry and hedged Peepal tree near the wall of your house, then it will
render bad effects on your family and wealth. The effects of Mars will become
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malefic.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, if
yourhouse is west facing, then it will prove harmful for you.
If your house is placed at the dead end of a street, and the wind directly enters
intoit, then it may cast adverse effects on your children. Do not ever live in such a
house.
If your house is under the shadow of a religious building, like temple, mosque,
gurudwara, then your family will suffer from diseases.
In the kitchen, the cooking and the dish washing areas should not be on the same
platform or slab, or else there would be quarrels in the house. As a remedy, place
apicture of five-headed Lord Hanuman in between these two areas.
If there is an iron cot in the house, then lay it in the east-south direction.
The owner of the house should sleep in the south-west corner of the house.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the southern direction, then
according to Vastu shastra, it will prove harmful for the female members of the
family. In this kind of a house, only a widower can live happily. If you bury a
coppernail at the main entrance, then the situation may turn favorable. You can
also lay a broad silver strip from one end of the door to the other. Keep a
monkey,made out of clay, in the house facing towards the south. Donate a goat.
Donate Moong Dal at a place of worship after 2 p.m. during the afternoon.
If there is no earthen place in your house, then it may prove to be harmful for the
female members of the family and it will also have an adverse effect on your
financial condition. As a remedy, keep an earthen idol of a woman in the house.
Keep camphor, Ghee and cotton, tied in a white handkerchief. For minor
householdwork, keep a house maid.
If there is a safe, rack or cellars in your house, then do not keep them empty at
any time. You can keep almonds and dried dates in them.
If there is a dark room in your house, then don't get any ventilator constructed in
itfor light to come in.
If you want to get the roof of your house renovated or changed, then first get a
temporary roof built over the old one.
According to Lal Kitab, it is very favorable to have the area for water towards the
right hand side while going out of the house from the main exit and the kitchen
towards the left hand side or facing the back.
If your house is under the shadow of the Peepal tree etc; then this is very harmful
for your progress. You should offer water to the roots of that
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tree.
If there is a well around your house, then do not throw litter (garbage) in it.
Pouring milk in it, daily, is favorable for your progress.
Don't plant a Kikar tree inside your house.
The main entrance of house or plot should be towards the north-eastern or
eastern direction.
Your Moon sign is Gemini, Libra or Aquarius. According to Lal Kitab, the main
entrance of your house should be towards the northern direction.
According to Lal Kitab, white colour or paint can be used everywhere in the house.
Use blue colour or paint in your bedroom or in the conference hall.
Use Green or cream colour in the study room.
Use pink or orange colour in the dinning room and kitchen. Use red colour in the
place of police or military colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the eastern direction, then use
whitecolour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the southern direction, then use
red,pink or orange colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the northern direction, then use
green or yellow colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the western direction, then use blue
or light blue colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the eastern direction, then use
greencolour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the west-south direction, then use
green colour.
If the main entrance of your house is towards the west-north direction, then use
white colour.
You should keep the main entrance towards the narrower end of your house. If
themain gate of your house is made of two panels, then it will prove to be very
beneficial for you. If the main door opens towards the inside, then it will be all the
more beneficial.
You should keep more open space towards the northern and eastern direction of
your house in comparison to the space towards the southern and western
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direction.
The walls towards the southern and western directions of your house should be
thicker and taller.
The slope of the roof of your house should be towards the east, north or
north-east direction.
The north-east corners of every room in your house should remain vacant.
The verandah and open terrace of your house should be towards the eastern and
northern direction.
The balcony of the house should be in eastern and northern direction. The
basement should be in north-east direction.
If you want to erect a statue made out of stone in your house, then keep it in the
south-west direction.
Plant trees in even number towards the south-west direction.
Sow a Tulsi plant towards the north or north-east direction.
The number of windows in your house should be more towards the north and east
direction. The number of doors and windows should be even, but the last digit of
this number should not end with 10, 20 etc.
The stairs can be constructed towards any direction except for the south-west or
Ishan direction. The count of stairs should not be odd. The curvature of Stairs
should be clockwise.
The water reservoir should be constructed towards the north-east direction. It will
prove beneficial for you.
If you are keeping the water tank on the terrace, then have it kept towards the
north-west direction. If the colour of the tank is in black or blue then it is favorable.
The place of worship should be towards the Ishan, east or north direction. The
faceof idols should be towards the north or east direction. The shape of worship
room should be like that of a pyramid. The floor of the worship room should be
done in white or light yellow. The walls of the worship room should be done in
white, cream or light blue.
In your house, the kitchen should be towards the south-east direction. While
cooking, you should face towards the east direction. The windows of kitchen
should be towards the east and south direction.
The dinning room should be towards the western direction in your house. The
dinning table should be rectangular or square
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shaped.
The bathroom should be towards the east, north or north-west direction in your
house.
The Latrine or restroom should be towards the southern direction in your house.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 1st house and the 10th and 7th houses
are vacant. According to Lal Kitab, if you get your house constructed, then it will
render auspicious result.
Marriage, Wife and Family related predictions and Upay :

In your horoscope, Sun is placed in the Ascendant and the 7th house is vacant.
According to Lal Kitab, you should not get married before the age of 24 years.
In your horoscope, Sun is placed in an auspicious house. According to Lal Kitab,
your wife will be beautiful, well featured and educated.
In your horoscope, Rahu is placed in the 1st, 3rd, 7th or 11th house. According to
Lal Kitab, you may have differences with your wife. As a remedy, your wife's
fathershould gift a silver brick to her and she should always keep it with her.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 9th or 12th house.
According to Lal Kitab, you will live a long life.For early marriage, recite Mangal
Parvati strot everyday.
For early marriage, after taking a shower, fill a bronze bowl with mustard oil and
during an auspicious time donate it.
For early marriage, donate yellow pulses, tied in a yellow cloth, in a temple on
Thursday.
If your marriage is getting delayed, then recite the Sarg 73rd of Valmiki Ramayan
for 43 continuous days.
For early marriage, recite hymns of Durga Saptsati for 43 continuous days.
For early marriage, offer milk on the idol of Lord Shiva for seven mondays.

Childrens and their Health related predictions and Upay :

In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the 2nd house. According to Lal Kitab, you
should not worship the idol of Lord Shiva in your house. If you do so then you
mayhave to face numerous difficulties in having a
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child.
In your horoscope, Venus is placed in a succeeding house to Jupiter and Sun.
According to Lal Kitab, you will be blessed with more than one child.
In your horoscope, Moon is placed in the 2nd house. According to Lal Kitab, you
should not place the idol of Lord Shiva in your worshiping area; otherwise there
may be delays in having a child.
In your horoscope, Jupiter is placed in the middle between the 1st and 6th house.
According to Lal Kitab, your father will live a long life and you will enjoy complete
togetherness with him.
In your horoscope, Mars, Venus or Mercury is placed in the permanent houses.
According to Lal Kitab, you will not face any obstacles in having a child and the
childwill be born at the right time.
If you live in a house situated at the dead end of a street, then you may have to
face child related problems and there might be a delay in having a male (son) child.
As a remedy, starting from thursday, you should put a saffron dot on your
forehead for 43 continuous days.
If you are suffering from child related problems, then you should organize a recital
of the Harivansh Puran or the Mahabharat at your home.
If you keep a male pup at your house, then you will surely be blessed with a child.
The worshipping of Lord Ganesha would be beneficial in having a child.
If you are facing child related problems, then taking care of a black dog or keeping
it in your house and feeding it would prove beneficial to you.
If your wife bears a child but it is not able to survive after its birth, then there are
very simple and successful remedies mentioned in Lal Kitab to overcome this
problem. The remedy is that you should tie a red thread around your wife's arms
during her pregnancy and then after the birth of the child, you should untie it from
your wife's arms and tie it around the arms of the child. You should then tie a new
red thread around your wife's arms. That should remain tied to her arms for 18
continuous months.
According to Lal Kitab, if your wife is facing miscarriage every time, then you
shouldtie a black thread around her waist and after the birth of the child, you
should untie it from your wife's waist and tie it around the arms of the child.
According to Lal Kitab, if no one's child is able to survive after the birth, then during
the child's birthday, salty eatables should be distributed rather than distributing
sweets.
According to Lal Kitab, during the time of labor, to keep the woman safe from the
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physical pains of labor and for the health of the newborn child, the woman should
be made to touch two brass utensils, one filled with a sweet stuff and the other
filled with milk. Then after the birth of the child, those two vessels should be
donated at a religious place.
According to Lal Kitab, if someone's son is not able to survive after its birth, then
the delivery should take place at a religious location.
According to Lal Kitab, if the child faces sufferings, then offer a part of your food to
a cow, crow or dog.
According to Lal Kitab, if you have got your house constructed after covering the
roof, then the possibility of child birth becomes quite feeble.
According to Lal Kitab, if you have got your house constructed after covering a
well, then the possibility of child birth becomes quite feeble.
Travel related predictions and Upay :

In your horoscope, Mars is placed in the 3rd house. According to Lal Kitab,
normally, you may face losses during your journeys. You should undertake these
journeys very prudently as there are chances that you may meet with accidents.
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What is KaalSarpa Yoga?

When all the planets are situated between Rahu and Ketu i.e., the moon's north
node and the moon's south node, KaalSarpa Yoga is formed. Complete KaalSarpa
yoga is formed only when half of the chart is unoccupied by planets. Even if one
planet is outside the degree of Rahu and Ketu Axis, there is no KaalSarpa Yoga.
The general impacts of KaalSarpa Doshas are following :
1. Hurdles in every important and auspicious work.
2. Lesser Mental peace.
3. Low self-confidence.
4. Deterioration of health and reduces longevity.
5. Poverty and destruction of wealth.
6. Destruction of business and loss of job.
7. Anxiety and unnecessary Tensions.
8. Bad Relations with family members and friends.
9. Treachery from friends and colleagues.
10. Very less help from relatives and friends.
KaalSarpa Yoga is applicable in your horoscope.
In your Kundali, due to the presence of Rahu in the 11th house and Ketu in the 5th
house, Vishdhar KaalSarpa Yoga is being established. This person receives troubles
from his children. There are obstacles and doubts in obtaining higher education.
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Memory power is reduced. This person suffers from eye problems, insomnia and
heart disease and the end of life is mysterious. There is no stable source of
income. He always faces financial crisis and his relations with his elder siblings may
not cordial. Often, the marriage life of one of his son or daughter remains painful.
He has to wander every where to earn his livelihood.
KalaSarpa Yoga is an unfavorable yoga. Sometimes, KaalSarpa Yoga is seen at the
first sight in this person's kundali, but if seen thoroughly, then there is a breach of
KaalSarpa yoga, which doesn't show any unfavorable effect, still all people
affectedby this Yoga should indulge in worshipping and should establish Kalsarp
Yoga Shanti Yantra at home.
Calming of KaalSarpa Yoga and its Remedies
There are many remedies prescribed in Lal kitab to calm down KaalSarpa yoga.
Those which show miraculous effects are as follows:
1-Donate fresh radish.
2-Have meal sitting in the kitchen.
3-Clean your teeth with the urine of cow.
4-Observe 16 'Shraddh Rituals' faithfully in Bhadra-pada.
5-Float one coconut in the sea.
6-Worship the symbolic silver cobra on the occasion of Naga-panchmi. Invite your
ancestors. Pray to the cobra that your ancestors obtain the right path. Then float
all the articles of worship along with the silver cobra in the river.
7-Place a silver Swastik at the entrance of you house.
8-If there are problems in your married life because of KaalSarpa Yoga then
remarry your spouse.
9-Rahu is always hypnotized by Mantra, so give more importance to worship.
10-Keep barley grains by your side while sleeping in the night and feed them to
birds at dawn.
11-Float more alive fishes than your age once or twice every year in the river.
12-Worship Lord Ganesha daily and chant the mantra 'Om Ganpataye Namah'
regularly.
13-Worship Lord Ganesha every Wednesday and offer him the Laddos made out
of 'Bundy'. You must necessarily worship Lord Ganesha on the occasion of
Ganesha-Chaturthi.
14-Touch the Pepal tree on Saturday and offer sweet water to it.
15-Install a peacock feathered fan in the bedroom.
16-Feed millet etc. daily to the birds.
17-Make a hole in the coconut and put black sesame, barley, sugar powder, ghee
and some dry fruits in and bury it under the soil where ants are. Do this
experimenton Saturday.
18- Aspersoriumise one handful of green kidney bean with Rahu Mantra.
Aspersoriumise one handful of green kidney bean with Rahu Mantra.
19-Wear snake shaped silver ring in the middle finger after aspersoriuming it with
mantra.
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Manglik blemish (dosh) in LalKitab

According to Lal Kitab, in your Kundali, Mars is not placed either in the 1st, 4th,
7th,8th or 12th house. According to Lal Kitab, in this condition, there is no
mangalik blemish being imposed on your Kundali.
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Result and remedy of Transit Saturn (Gochar Shani) from
Lal-Kitab

mæ¼³æ~ Á‹×‚æñ Úæ³ææñ çmÌèØ~ ¿ ³æÙñ³¿ÚÐ
âæŠææüçÙ âŒÌ ßcææü ç‡æ Ì‰ææ ¼äw æñØäüÌæ~ zæß~ ÌÐÐ
When Saturn transits in 12th, 1st and 2nd house from birth Moon, that
period ( Around seven and half years) is known as Shani
Generally it is assumed that during Sadesati of Shani, native suffers from mental,
physical and financial troubles. People get worried and an unknown fear is created
in their mine. Native have fear of getting inauspicious results like dissatisfaction,
disappointment, laziness, loss from sickness, theft or fire, dispute in family or
deathof any family member etc. but in reality, entire time of seven and half years
of any phase of Sadesati is not been like this. Native also gets very auspicious
results like marriage, birth of child, advancement in job or business, foreign
journey, buying of building, land or vehicle, freedom from debt, contact with
peopleof high society and benefits from them, journey of religious places, comfort
and happiness from children

Discription of First phase of Shani Sadesati
Result of 1st Daiya ( 12th from birth Moon)
Gochar Sign -Virgo
Start -10:09:2009
End -15:11:2011
Duration -2 y.2 m.5 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -16:05:2012
End -04:08:2012
Duration -0 y.2 m.19 d.

If you act against your family or society during first Dhaiya, you may have to get
insulted. Avoid company of low grade people, their company may cause you
losses. Don't take amulet from any sage or fakir.
Upay -

1. Give bread daily to crows.
2. Wear ring of black horseshoe.
3. Flow 2 dry coconuts & almond into the running water.
Result of 2nd Daiya ( 1st from birth Moon)
Gochar Sign -Libra
Start -06:10:1982
End -21:12:1984
Duration -2 y.2 m.15 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -01:06:1985
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End -17:09:1985
Duration -0 y.3 m.17 d.

You may suffer from any disease or meet an accident during second Dhaiya. You
may buy any vehicle or house. You may quarrel with your spouse often. If you do
business related to Saturn like leather, machinery & stones etc., you will earn
profits from these.
Upay -

1. Serve black dog.
2. Recite 108 names of Lord Shiva.
3. Don't have non vegetarian food stuffs & alcohols.
4. Pour sweet milk on the Banyan (Vat) tree root & take the wet soil apply it on
your forehead for 43 days continuously.
Result of 3rd Daiya ( 2nd from birth Moon)
Gochar Sign -Scorpio
Start -21:12:1984
End -01:06:1985
Duration -0 y.5 m.10 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -17:09:1985
End -17:12:1987
Duration -2 y.3 m.0 d.

There may be dispute with your family members for property during third Dhaiya
and this dispute may turn into court cases. Peace of your home may be vanished
due to family dispute. You may become mentally upset.
Upay -

1. Recite Shani Strot.
2. Wear ring of boat nail in your middle finger.
3. Go bare footed to temple and worship Lord Hanuman.
Result of Kantak Saturn ( 4th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Capricorn
Start -21:03:1990
End -20:06:1990
Duration -0 y.3 m.0 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -15:12:1990
End -05:03:1993
Duration -2 y.2 m.19 d.

If you face any kind of trouble or meet any kind of loss during Kantak Shani,
practicing of under mentioned remedies will be beneficial for you.
Upay -

1. Pour 400 gms. of milk into a
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well.
2. Recite Hanuman Chalisa on every Saturday.
3. Wear ring of black horseshoe in your middle finger.
4. Give some part of your food to crows before having the same continuously for
43 days.
Result of Ashtam Saturn ( 8th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Taurus
Start -07:06:2000
End -23:07:2002
Duration -2 y.1 m.15 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -08:01:2003
End -07:04:2003
Duration -0 y.2 m.28 d.

If you face any kind of trouble or meet any kind of loss during Ashatam Shani,
practicing of under mentioned remedies will be beneficial for you.
Upay -

1.
2.
3.
4.

Recite Shani Strot.
Take bath while wearing slippers.
Offer milk to a snake.
Flow coconut & almond into running water.

Discription of second phase of Shani Sadesati
Result of 1st Daiya ( 12th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Virgo
Start -10:09:2009
End -15:11:2011
Duration -2 y.2 m.5 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -16:05:2012
End -04:08:2012
Duration -0 y.2 m.19 d.

If you act against your family or society during first Dhaiya, you may have to get
insulted. Avoid company of low grade people, their company may cause you
losses. Don't take amulet from any sage or fakir.
Upay -

1. Give bread daily to crows.
2. Wear ring of black horseshoe.
3. Flow 2 dry coconuts & almond into the running water.
Result of 2nd Daiya ( 1st from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Libra
Start -15:11:2011
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End -16:05:2012
Duration -0 y.6 m.0 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -04:08:2012
End -02:11:2014
Duration -2 y.2 m.28 d.

You may suffer from any disease or meet an accident during second Dhaiya. You
may buy any vehicle or house. You may quarrel with your spouse often. If you do
business related to Saturn like leather, machinery & stones etc., you will earn
profits from these.
Upay -

1. Serve black dog.
2. Recite 108 names of Lord Shiva.
3. Don't have non vegetarian food stuffs & alcohols.
4. Pour sweet milk on the Banyan (Vat) tree root & take the wet soil apply it on
your forehead for 43 days continuously.
Result of 3rd Daiya ( 2nd from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Scorpio
Start -02:11:2014
End -26:01:2017
Duration -2 y.2 m.24 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -21:06:2017
End -26:10:2017
Duration -0 y.4 m.5 d.

There may be dispute with your family members for property during third Dhaiya
and this dispute may turn into court cases. Peace of your home may be vanished
due to family dispute. You may become mentally upset.
Upay -

1. Recite Shani Strot.
2. Wear ring of boat nail in your middle finger.
3. Go bare footed to temple and worship Lord Hanuman.
Result of Kantak Saturn ( 4th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Capricorn
Start -24:01:2020
End -29:04:2022
Duration -2 y.3 m.4 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -12:07:2022
End -17:01:2023
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Duration -0 y.6 m.6 d.

If you face any kind of trouble or meet any kind of loss during Kantak Shani,
practicing of under mentioned remedies will be beneficial for you.
Upay -

1. Pour 400 gms. of milk into a well.
2. Recite Hanuman Chalisa on every Saturday.
3. Wear ring of black horseshoe in your middle finger.
4. Give some part of your food to crows before having the same continuously for
43 days.
Result of Ashtam Saturn ( 8th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Taurus
Start -08:08:2029
End -05:10:2029
Duration -0 y.1 m.27 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -17:04:2030
End -31:05:2032
Duration -2 y.1 m.14 d.

If you face any kind of trouble or meet any kind of loss during Ashatam Shani,
practicing of under mentioned remedies will be beneficial for you.
Upay -

1.
2.
3.
4.

Recite Shani Strot.
Take bath while wearing slippers.
Offer milk to a snake.
Flow coconut & almond into running water.

Discription of third phase of Shani Sadesati
Result of 1st Daiya ( 12th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Virgo
Start -22:10:2038
End -05:04:2039
Duration -0 y.5 m.13 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -13:07:2039
End -28:01:2041
Duration -1 y.6 m.16 d.

If you act against your family or society during first Dhaiya, you may have to get
insulted. Avoid company of low grade people, their company may cause you
losses. Don't take amulet from any sage or fakir.
Upay -

1. Give bread daily to
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crows.
2. Wear ring of black horseshoe.
3. Flow 2 dry coconuts & almond into the running water.
Result of 2nd Daiya ( 1st from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Libra
Start -28:01:2041
End -06:02:2041
Duration -0 y.0 m.9 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -26:09:2041
End -12:12:2043
Duration -2 y.2 m.16 d.

You may suffer from any disease or meet an accident during second Dhaiya. You
may buy any vehicle or house. You may quarrel with your spouse often. If you do
business related to Saturn like leather, machinery & stones etc., you will earn
profits from these.
Upay -

1. Serve black dog.
2. Recite 108 names of Lord Shiva.
3. Don't have non vegetarian food stuffs & alcohols.
4. Pour sweet milk on the Banyan (Vat) tree root & take the wet soil apply it on
your forehead for 43 days continuously.
Result of 3rd Daiya ( 2nd from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Scorpio
Start -12:12:2043
End -23:06:2044
Duration -0 y.6 m.11 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -30:08:2044
End -08:12:2046
Duration -2 y.3 m.8 d.

There may be dispute with your family members for property during third Dhaiya
and this dispute may turn into court cases. Peace of your home may be vanished
due to family dispute. You may become mentally upset.
Upay -

1. Recite Shani Strot.
2. Wear ring of boat nail in your middle finger.
3. Go bare footed to temple and worship Lord Hanuman.
Result of Kantak Saturn ( 4th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Capricorn
Start -06:03:2049
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End -10:07:2049
Duration -0 y.4 m.4 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -04:12:2049
End -25:02:2052
Duration -2 y.2 m.22 d.

If you face any kind of trouble or meet any kind of loss during Kantak Shani,
practicing of under mentioned remedies will be beneficial for you.
Upay -

1. Pour 400 gms. of milk into a well.
2. Recite Hanuman Chalisa on every Saturday.
3. Wear ring of black horseshoe in your middle finger.
4. Give some part of your food to crows before having the same continuously for
43 days.
Result of Ashtam Saturn ( 8th from birth Moon)

Gochar Sign -Taurus
Start -28:05:2059
End -11:07:2061
Duration -2 y.1 m.13 d.

There will be influence of Shani Sadesati during time given ahead also due
to retrograded Saturn.
Start -13:02:2062
End -07:03:2062
Duration -0 y.0 m.22 d.

If you face any kind of trouble or meet any kind of loss during Ashatam Shani,
practicing of under mentioned remedies will be beneficial for you.
Upay -

1.
2.
3.
4.

Recite Shani Strot.
Take bath while wearing slippers.
Offer milk to a snake.
Flow coconut & almond into running water.
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Vimshottari Dasha effects and remedies in Lal Kitab
Rahu Dasha (11:10:1980 To 25:06:1987)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Rahu. During this Dahsa period, if
you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, foreign stay, quarrel etc., then you should
practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious
results:
Remedies 1. Donate seven cereals (Urad, Mung, wheat, gram, rice, barley, kangni).
2. Donate gold vessel or snake.
3. Recite Beej mantra of Rahu.
Ketu Antar Dasha (11:10:1980 To 12:01:1981)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Rahu.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to children, spouse, mother, father, family
members, etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Wear snake shaped siver ring.
2. Recite Ganpatisahtranam.
3. Worship Lord Ganesha on Ganesh Chaturthi.
Venus Antar Dasha (12:01:1981 To 12:01:1984)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of Rahu.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to service, spouse, father, honor etc., then
you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Venus for 16,000 times in 21 days.
2. Recite Srisukta.
3. Burry 9 squre shaped silver pieces under the stem of Neem tree.
Sun Antar Dasha (12:01:1984 To 06:12:1984)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Rahu.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to fire, vehicle accident, land, business,
wealth - property etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate wheat, Jiggery and a copper piece for 11 Sundays.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay Mantra.
3. Flow 2 coconuts & 100 gms. barley in river for 5 Saturdays.
Moon Antar Dasha (06:12:1984 To 07:06:1986)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of Rahu.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to service, business, wealth - property,
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family members etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Offer milk on Shivling with white flower on Monday.
2. Donate Silver cow.
3. Recite Durgasaptasati.
Mars Antar Dasha (07:06:1986 To 25:06:1987)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Rahu.
During this Dahsa period, you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to service, business, wealth - property,
spouse, children, accident, family members etc., then you should practice following
remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Rinmochanstrot.
2. Recite Sunderkand.
3. Give 8 tandoor breads to dogs on Tuesday.
Jupiter Dasha (25:06:1987 To 25:06:2003)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Jupiter. During this Dahsa period,
ifyou are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, family members, spouse, children etc., then
youshould practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Recite Beej mantra of Jupiter.
2. Donate gold or Yellow Sapphire.
3. Wear Yellow Sapphire embedded in gold ring during Jupiter castellation on
Thursday.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (25:06:1987 To 13:08:1989)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of
Jupiter. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, family
members, spouse, children etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Perform the Rudrabhishek of Lord Shiva from water.
2. Recite Shivsahtranam.
3. Have fast on Purinma (Full Moon) & perform Satyanarayan Katha.
Saturn Antar Dasha (13:08:1989 To 23:02:1992)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of
Jupiter. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, brothers,
spouse, profession etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results.
Remedies -

1. Feed 700 grams of black gram pulse to black buffalo on
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Saturday.
2. Recite Vishnu Sahastranam.
3. Donate black cow or buffalo.
Mercury Antar Dasha (23:02:1992 To 01:06:1994)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Jupiter. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, partners,
profession, eyes etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Make pierce your nose.
2. Recite Vishnu Sahatranam.
3. Donate black goat.
Ketu Antar Dasha (01:06:1994 To 07:05:1995)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Jupiter.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, spouse, father, family
members etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite 12 names of Ketu daily.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Do the Pradkshina of banyan tree root for 11 Thursday.
Venus Antar Dasha (07:05:1995 To 06:01:1998)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of
Jupiter. During this Dahsa period, you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to parental property, service,
spouse, brothers, family members etc., then you should practice following
remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Venus.
2. Donate white cow or buffalo.
3. Recite Durgasukta.
Sun Antar Dasha (06:01:1998 To 25:10:1998)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Jupiter.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to brothers, eyes etc., then you should
practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious
results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Sun for 7000 times.
2. Recite Aaditya Hriday Strot.
3. Offer water to Sun continuously for 43 days with red flower.
Moon Antar Dasha (25:10:1998 To 23:02:2000)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of
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Jupiter. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to mother, father, service, honor
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite beej mantra of Moon for 11,000 times.
2. Recite Durgasukta.
3. Donate moon of silver or gold.
Mars Antar Dasha (23:02:2000 To 30:01:2001)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Jupiter.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, home, spouse, blood
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Have fast on Tuesday & recite Beej mantra of Mars for 10,000 times in 21
days.
2. Recite 108 names of Lord Hanuman.
3. Keep a copper vessel filled with water near your bed (towards your head) at
night & pour the same water on Banyan (Vat) tree in the morning.
Rahu Antar Dasha (30:01:2001 To 25:06:2003)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Jupiter.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to parental property, family clash, brothers,
business, wealth- property etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Feed pellets of barley flour to fish continuously for 43 days after starting from
the day of Rahu castellation.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Donate silver elephant of 51 grams by weight.
Saturn Dasha (25:06:2003 To 25:06:2022)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Saturn. During this Dahsa period,
ifyou are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth, property, vehicle accident, materialistic comforts etc.,
thenyou should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Have fast on Saturday & recite Shani Strot.
2. Donate blue saphhire, iron, oil of sesame & mustard.
3. Recite Beej mantra of Saturn.
Saturn Antar Dasha (25:06:2003 To 28:06:2006)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of
Saturn. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, family
members, spouse, service, honor, debt etc., then you should practice following
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remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate 7 almonds & 700gms. of black Urd on Saturday at any religious place
orto a beggar.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra & perform Hawan.
3. Recite Shani Strot daily.
Mercury Antar Dasha (28:06:2006 To 07:03:2009)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Saturn. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to children, spouse, service or
business etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Mercury for 9000 times in 17 days.
2. Recite Vishnusahatranam.
3. Donate goat or cereals.
Ketu Antar Dasha (07:03:2009 To 16:04:2010)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Saturn.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to children, spouse, accident, business etc.,
then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Flow 800 grams of white sesame & 800 grams black sesame into the Ganga.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Serve the black dog.
Venus Antar Dasha (16:04:2010 To 16:06:2013)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of
Saturn. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to brothers, spouse, service,
honor, eyes etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Venus for 16000 times.
2. Recite Durgasukta.
3. Donate white cow or black buffalo.
Sun Antar Dasha (16:06:2013 To 29:05:2014)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Saturn.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, brothers, service,
business, honor etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Sun for 7000 times.
2. Have fast on Sunday & offer water to
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Sun.
3. Recite Arunsahatranam.
Moon Antar Dasha (29:05:2014 To 27:12:2015)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of
Saturn.During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to mother, father, wealth loss,
children etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Perform Hawan with sesames & donate Jiggery, Ghee, curd - rice, white cow
etc.
2. Worship Lord Shiva and offer belptra to Shivling.
3. Worship Goddess Durga.
Mars Antar Dasha (27:12:2015 To 05:02:2017)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Saturn.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth loss, brother, spouse, service,
debtetc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
resultsand diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Rinmochan Path for debt. Recite Hanuman Chalisa along with Bajrangban
for general troubles.
2. Perform Shanti Hawan & donate ox.
3. Recite Bhujang Strot.
Rahu Antar Dasha (05:02:2017 To 12:12:2019)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Saturn.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth- property, family, friends etc.,
thenyou should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Rahu for 18000 times with performing Anushthan.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Donate goat.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (12:12:2019 To 25:06:2022)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of
Saturn. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to business, service, spouse,
children, accident, relatives etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate gold.
2. Recite Shivsahtranam.
3. Perform Katha of God Satyanarayan.
Mercury Dasha (25:06:2022 To 25:06:2039)
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At present you are running under Mahadasha of Mercury. During this Dasha period,
if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, friends, family, honor, agriculture, children,
education etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Have fast on Wednesday & recite Beej mantra of Mercury.
2. Donate gold vessel.
3. Wear emerald on Wednesday or in Mercury's castellation.
Mercury Antar Dasha (25:06:2022 To 21:11:2024)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, job,
business, family members, brothers etc., then you should practice following
remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Mercury Strot.
2. Serve the goat.
3. Recite Vishnusahatranam.
Ketu Antar Dasha (21:11:2024 To 18:11:2025)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, spouse,
children etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Wear Cat's eye gem in middle finger in Ketu's castellation.
2. Recite Ganpati Strot.
3. Serve black dog.
Venus Antar Dasha (18:11:2025 To 18:09:2028)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, honor, brothers etc.,
then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate silver cow.
2. Recite Laxminarayan Hriday Path.
3. Worship Goddess Durga.
Sun Antar Dasha (18:09:2028 To 25:07:2029)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of
Mercury.During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to accident, business, court case
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -
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1.
2.
3.
at

Wear Ruby in ring finger on Sunday or in Sun's castellation.
Donate copper cow.
Offer water with red flower to Sun continuously for 43 days at 12 o'clock sharp
noon.
Moon Antar Dasha (25:07:2029 To 24:12:2030)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to friends, colleagues, job,
business, spouse, brothers etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Moon with Anushthan.
2. Recite Durgasukta Path.
3. Donate white cloth.
Mars Antar Dasha (24:12:2030 To 21:12:2031)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to parental property, family, court
case, business, children etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Mangalstrot.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra & perform Hawan.
3. Donate copper ox.
Rahu Antar Dasha (21:12:2031 To 10:07:2034)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, business,
brothers etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate green clothes to female kids.
2. Flow 2 coconuts 7 10 coins into the water on Wednesday.
3. Make an elephant of coin and keep it at your home after putting into Gangajal.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (10:07:2034 To 15:10:2036)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, accident,
spouse, children, father, family life etc., then you should practice following
remediesto enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Shivsahstranam.
2. Donate religious books.
3. Donate cow.
Saturn Antar Dasha (15:10:2036 To 25:06:2039)
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At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of
Mercury. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to profession, wealth loss,
spouse,children, brothers etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Mix Urd dal & gram flour, fry same into mustard oil and feed these “Pakauda” to
black dog on Saturday or in Saturn's castellation.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Donate black cow or buffalo.
Ketu Dasha (25:06:2039 To 25:06:2046)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Ketu. During this Dasha period, if
you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, vehicle, fire water, education, spouse, children,
family, friends etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Donate seven cereals ( Urd, Moong, wheat, Gram, Rice, Barley, Kangni)
2. Donate silver vessel.
3. Have fast of Ganesha Chautha.
Ketu Antar Dasha (25:06:2039 To 21:11:2039)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to place change, income, debt, honor,
spouse, children, brothers etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
2. Have 18 fasts of Sankat Chaturthi.
3. Serve black dog.
Venus Antar Dasha (21:11:2039 To 21:01:2041)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, income, service,
business, spouse, children etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Feed Gol -Gappe to female kids.
2. Recite Durgasaptasati.
3. Donate white cow or silver cow.
Sun Antar Dasha (21:01:2041 To 29:05:2041)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to service, business, mother, father etc.,
then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
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Remedies -

1. Give green grass to red cow continuously for seven Sunday.
2. Donate copper or silver cow.
3. Recite Surya (Sun) Strot.
Moon Antar Dasha (29:05:2041 To 27:12:2041)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to parental property, family, relatives,
mother, spouse, brothers etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate white cow.
2. Recite Durga Sukta.
3. Recite Chnadra (Moon) strot.
Mars Antar Dasha (27:12:2041 To 25:05:2042)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to service, family members, debt, family life,
spouse, children etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Burry silver vessel filled with honey under the foundation of your home.
2. Donate red ox or copper ox.
3. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
Rahu Antar Dasha (25:05:2042 To 13:06:2043)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, service or business
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite beej mantra of Rahu with Anusthan.
2. Recite Durgasukta.
3. Flow 11 kgs. of raw coals into the river on Wednesday.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (13:06:2043 To 19:05:2044)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth -property, profession, honor,
spouse, children etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Have fast on full Moon (Purnima). Wear yellow clothes during this time.
2. Recite Shivasahastranam with Anushthan.
3. Recite Shivasankalp.
Saturn Antar Dasha (19:05:2044 To 28:06:2045)
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At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of Ketu.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to debt, business, service, children etc., then
you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra & perform Hawan.
2. Donate black cow or buffalo.
3. Recite Shani strot.
Mercury Antar Dasha (28:06:2045 To 25:06:2046)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Ketu. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth -property, business,
honor, spouse, children, relatives etc., then you should practice following remedies
to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Mahasudarshan mantra.
2. Recite Vishnusahastranam with anushthan.
3. Donate goat.
Venus Dasha (25:06:2046 To 25:06:2066)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Venus. During this Dasha period, if
you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, vehicle, spouse, children, friends etc., then you
should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Draw Shukra Yantra on square shaped silver piece & keep it with you.
2. Recite Durga Path.
3. Donate white things.
Venus Antar Dasha (25:06:2046 To 25:10:2049)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of
Venus.During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth -property, brother, job,
spouse etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate white cow.
2. Recite Lalitasahastranam with Anushthan.
3. Recite Durgasukta.
Sun Antar Dasha (25:10:2049 To 25:10:2050)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Venus.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth -property, business, job, spouse,
children, father etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -
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1. Donate Urd, Moong, wheat, Gram, Barley, Rice, Kangni, old clothes & money
onthe day of Sankranti.
2. Wear Ruby on Sunday or in Sun castellation.
3. Do the Rudrabhishek of Shiv from milk.
Moon Antar Dasha (25:10:2050 To 24:06:2052)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of Venus.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to debt, mother, children, brother, spouse
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej mantra of Moon for 11000 times.
2. Offer belptra on Shivling and recite AUM NAMAH SHIVAY mantra for 108 times
(One rosary)
3. Have fast for 11 Mondays & donate milk - sugar candy (misri).
Mars Antar Dasha (24:06:2052 To 25:08:2053)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Venus.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth -property, farms, home, service,
father, vehicle accident etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Hanuman Chalisa on Tuesday & offer vermilion to Lord Hanuman.
2. Recite Laxmi Kavach.
3. Recite Sunderkand for 32 times.
Rahu Antar Dasha (25:08:2053 To 24:08:2056)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Venus.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to mother, father, family members, honor,
debt etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Flow barley & mustard after filling in earthen pot into running water.
2. Recite Durgasukta Path.
3. Donate silver elephant.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (24:08:2056 To 25:04:2059)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of
Venus. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to theft, wealth -property,
business, place change, service, children etc., then you should practice following
remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Tie yellow thread around stem of Banyan tree for 11 Thursdays.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay Mantra.
3. Recite Brihspati (Jupiter) Strot.
Saturn Antar Dasha (25:04:2059 To 25:06:2062)
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At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of
Venus. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to honor, job, mother, father,
spouse, children etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Shani (Saturn) strot.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Donate Black Cow.
Mercury Antar Dasha (25:06:2062 To 25:04:2065)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Venus. During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth -property, honor,
business, spouse etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate goat.
2. Recite Vishnusahstranam daily.
3. Worship Saligram & have 3 or 6 leaves of Tulsi.
Ketu Antar Dasha (25:04:2065 To 25:06:2066)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Venus.
During this Dasha period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to income, place change, journey, father,
spouse, theft etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Serve black dog.
2. Recite Mrityunjay mantra.
3. Recite Durgasaptasati Path.
Sun Dasha (25:06:2066 To 24:06:2072)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Sun. During this Dahsa period, if
you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to brother, spouse, son, father etc., then you should practice
following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Offer (Arghya) water to Sun in the morning from copper vessel.
2. Donate lotus of gold when you get inauspicious results.
3. Recite Beej Mantra of Sun for 7000 times.
Sun Antar Dasha (25:06:2066 To 12:10:2066)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to brother, spouse, son, father etc., you
should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -
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1. Recite Mahamrityunjay Mantra.
2. Offer (Arghya) water with red flower to Sun continuously for 43 days..
3. Recite Beej Mantra of Sun for 7000 times.
Moon Antar Dasha (12:10:2066 To 13:04:2067)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, wealth & property, debt, enemy
etc., you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Moon for 11,000 for times.
2. Donate white cow.
3. Recite yourself or make recite from other learned priest Durgasaptsati Path.
Mars Antar Dasha (13:04:2067 To 19:08:2067)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth, property, land etc., then you
should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Have fast on 21 Tuesdays and recite Beej Mantra of Moon for 10,000 times.
2. Donate white cow or cow made up of silver to a Brahmin.
3. Worship goddess Chamunda.
Rahu Antar Dasha (19:08:2067 To 13:07:2068)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to home, job, fire etc., then you should
practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious
results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Rahu for 18,000 times in 21 days.
2. Recite DurgaSaptshati Path.
3. Donate 7 black cows or buffaloes.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (13:07:2068 To 01:05:2069)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, children, wealth - property etc.,
then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and
diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite 108 names of Lord Vishnu.
2. Donate Kapila cow.
3. Wear Yellow Sapphire of 4 or 5 Ratti.
Saturn Antar Dasha (01:05:2069 To 13:04:2070)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of Sun.
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During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, children, wealth - property, job
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Shani Strot.
2. Donate ring of five metals and black shocks.
3. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra & perform Hawan.
Mercury Antar Dasha (13:04:2070 To 17:02:2071)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Sun.During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, children, wealth property, job etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Mercury for 9000 times in 21 days.
2. Recite Vishnusahastranam.
3. Donate cereals and idol of Sun.
Ketu Antar Dasha (17:02:2071 To 25:06:2071)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to teeth, father, friends, family members
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Serve the black dog.
2. Recite Ganpatisahastranam.
3. Recite Durga Sukta.
Venus Antar Dasha (25:06:2071 To 24:06:2072)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of Sun.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, children, family, home etc., then
you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Shiv Strot.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra and perform Hawan.
3. Donate white cow.
Moon Dasha (24:06:2072 To 25:06:2082)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Moon. During this Dahsa period, if
you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, disease etc., then you should practice following
remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Wear pearl in silver
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ring.
2. Donate silver lotus.
3. Recite Mahamrityunjay Mantra.
Moon Antar Dasha (24:06:2072 To 25:04:2073)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of Moon.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to job, wealth - property, mother, brother,
spouse etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Moon.
2. Donate white cow or silver cow.
3. Recite Mahamrityunjay Mantra and perform Hawan.
Mars Antar Dasha (25:04:2073 To 24:11:2073)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Moon.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth loss, house, court case etc., then
you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Mars for 10,000 times.
2. Recite Hanuman Bahuk Path while practicing Brahmacharya (No sex)
3. Wear coral.
Rahu Antar Dasha (24:11:2073 To 25:05:2075)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Moon.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to job, wealth loss, children, debt etc., then
you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Have fast on Tuesday & offer vermilion at feet of Lord Hanuman.
2. Recite Durgasukta.
3. Donate elephant made up of silver.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (25:05:2075 To 24:09:2076)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of
Moon.During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, accident
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Wear Sapphire or its substitute gem.
2. Donate black buffalo or cow.
3. Recite Shani Stort.
Saturn Antar Dasha (24:09:2076 To 25:04:2078)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of
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Moon. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to enemy, mother, brother,
relative, debt etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Shani Strot daily.
2. Recite Mahamritunjay Mantra & perform Hawan.
3. Donate cow or buffalo made up of gold.
Mercury Antar Dasha (25:04:2078 To 24:09:2079)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Moon. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to business, wealth - property,
children, spouse, reputation etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Worship Goddess Durga and serve female kids.
2. Recite Vishnusahatranam.
3. Donate a goat.
Ketu Antar Dasha (24:09:2079 To 24:04:2080)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Moon.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to work ( Service / business), father,
diseaseetc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of ketu for 17,000 times in 21 days.
2. Recite Sarvasampatpradayak Mritunjay Mantra.
3. Recite 108 names of lord Ganesha.
Venus Antar Dasha (24:04:2080 To 24:12:2081)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of Moon.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to government job, friends, family
members,wealth, property etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Dig a pit on Friday, keep 200 grams curd inside the pit and cover it with white
cloth and ashes.
2. Recite Durga Sukta.
3. Donate idol of Goddess Durga made up of silver.
Sun Antar Dasha (24:12:2081 To 25:06:2082)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Moon.
During this Dahsa period, you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, father, birth place,
eyesetc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -
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1. Offer water to Sun after along with sugar and red flower.
2. Worship Lord Shiva.
3. Recite Aaditya Hriday Strot.
Mars Dasha (25:06:2082 To 25:06:2089)
At present you are running under Mahadasha of Mars. During this Dahsa period, if
you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or getting any inauspicious
result related to wealth- property, blood, family, spouse, children etc., then you
should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish
inauspicious results:
Remedies 1. Wear copper wristlet.
2. Donate copper lotus.
3. Have fast on Tuesday.
Mars Antar Dasha (25:06:2082 To 21:11:2082)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mars during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to blood, vehicle, accident, poisonous
creatures etc., you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Mars for 10000 times in 43 days.
2. Recite Shiv Chalisa
3. Recite Hanuman Chalisa.
Rahu Antar Dasha (21:11:2082 To 09:12:2083)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Rahu during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, vehicle, accident, court
etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious results
anddiminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Feed food & sweet to 11 Brahmins and donate some money to them.
2. Donate silver snake.
3. Have food while sitting in kitchen.
Jupiter Antar Dasha (09:12:2083 To 15:11:2084)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Jupiter during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to government job, wealth - property,
brother, court case etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Brahspati Strot daily.
2. Recite Shivsahtranam & perform Hawan.
3. Keep a ripen and hollowed gourd (Sitaphal) inside temple etc.
Saturn Antar Dasha (15:11:2084 To 24:12:2085)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Saturn during Mahadasha of Mars.
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During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, family conflict, service
or business, children, addiction etc., then you should practice following remedies to
enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate black cow.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra.
3. Recite Hanuman Chalisa along with Bajrang Ban.
Mercury Antar Dasha (24:12:2085 To 21:12:2086)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Mercury during Mahadasha of
Mars. During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental
trouble or getting any inauspicious result related to fire, vehicle accident, job,
wealth - property, court case, honor etc., then you should practice following
remedies to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Offer water on Shivling daily.
2. Donate silver mare.
3. Recite Vishnusahatranam.
Ketu Antar Dasha (21:12:2086 To 19:05:2087)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Ketu during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to spouse, blood, wealth - property,
children,dignity etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance
auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Ketu Strot.
2. Recite Mahamrityunjay mantra & perform Hawan.
Venus Antar Dasha (19:05:2087 To 19:07:2088)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Venus during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to wealth - property, addiction, honor,
blameetc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate white cow or silver cow.
2. Recite Durgasaptsati.
3. Feed grass to white cows on Friday.
Sun Antar Dasha (19:07:2088 To 24:11:2088)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Sun during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to blood, vehicle, accident, poisonous
creatures etc., then you should practice following remedies to enhance auspicious
results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Recite Beej Mantra of Sun for 7000
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times.
2. Aadityahriday Strot.
3. Tie 7 square shaped copper pieces in pink cloth after applying saffron on these
and burry in forest after Sunset. During this time your face should be in east
direction.
Moon Antar Dasha (24:11:2088 To 25:06:2089)

At present you are running under Antardasha of Moon during Mahadasha of Mars.
During this Dahsa period, if you are facing any kind of physical or mental trouble or
getting any inauspicious result related to service, business, wealth - property,
spouse, children, and pet animals etc., then you should practice following remedies
to enhance auspicious results and diminish inauspicious results:
Remedies -

1. Donate white cow.
2. Fill 21 grains of rice in a Conch or Oyster and flow into the river.
3. Worship Goddess Laxmi & Durga.
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Other Important Predictions from Lal-Kitab
(All Predictions are based on Lal Kitab Kundali)
Kundali (Tewa) of Blind Planets
According to Lal Kitab, if two mutual enemy planets placed together in the 10th
house of any Kundali,, then this kind of Kundali is known as the Kundali of the blind
planets. 10th house in the kundali is the place of work for any person and is also
related to his/her earnings, therefore, if two or more enemy planets are situated
together in this house, then it creates an imbalance in the work area of the
person.There may not be complete stability in the service or business of the
person. As a remedy to rectify the blind planets situated in the 10th house, this
person should feed 10 blind people.
Conclusion - Your kundali is not the kundali of blind planets.
Kundali (Tewa) of Half Blind Planets
According to Lal Kitab, if Sun is situated in the 4th house and Saturn is situated in
the 7th house, then Kundali is known as the Kundali of half blind planets. This
planetary condition will have unfavorable effects on the the mental and
professionallife of the person. The mental peace of the person might decline
drastically. The 4th house is also the house of our family happiness and because of
this planetary combination, family happiness might get diminished.
Conclusion : This kundali is not the Kundali of half blind planets.
Dharmi (Pious) Kundali (Tewa)
According to Lal Kitab, if Saturn is placed with Jupiter in a Kundali, then it is called
religious Kundali (Dharmi Tewa) . In this condition, the person never faces any big
problems in his/her life which can drastically disrupt his/her normal life. During very
tough times or during troubles, he/she will get divine help from somewhere.
Conclusion : This kundali is not religious (dharmi) kundali.
Non Adult Kundali(Tewa)
According to Lal Kitab, if there is no planet situated in the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th
(Kendra Houses) houses or if only Mercury is placed in any of these houses then
this type of Kundali is known as an infant Kundali. In such conditions, the fate of
theperson is situated in suspicion until twelve years.
According to Lal Kitab, the person with an infant Kundali gets the following effects
of each planet one by one every year for a continuous 12 years. For the
favorability of the dual effects in life, following remedies should be performed for
various planets situated in various houses (1) During the first year of your life, the planet situated in the 7th house will be
effective.
(2) During the second year of your life, the planet situated in the 4th house will be
effective.
(3) During the third year of your life, the planet situated in the 9th house will be
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effective.
(4) During the fourth year of your life, the planet situated in the 10th house will be
effective.
(5) During the fifth year of your life, the planet situated in the 5th house will be
effective.
(6) During the sixth year of your life, the planet situated in the 3rd house will be
effective.
(7) During the seventh year of your life, the planet situated in the 2nd house will
beeffective.
(8) During the eighth year of your life, the planet situated in the 5th house will be
effective.
(9) During the ninth year of your life, the planet situated in the 6th house will be
effective.
(10) During the tenth year of your life, the planet situated in the 12th house will be
effective.
(11) During the eleventh year of your life, the planet situated in the 1st house will
be effective.
(12) During the 12th year of your life, the planet situated in the 8th house will be
effective.
Conclusion - This kundali is not an infant kundali.
Raj Yoga in Lal Kitab
According to lal Kitab , Rajyog doesn't mean that the person will be a king or a
Prime minister or a President; rather, Rajyog in Kundali indicates that the life style
of the person might be of a royal standard.In your Kundali, Rajyog is not
applicable.
Debt In LalKitab - Effects and Remedies
There is not any Debt is applying in your Kundali.
Permissible and Non-Permissible Remedies in Lal-Kitab
(1) In your kundali Sun is exalted, you should not donate things related to Sun.
(2) In your kundali Moon is exalted, you should not donate things related to Moon.
(3) In your kundali Venus is exalted, you should not donate things related to
Venus.
(4) In your kundali Saturn is debilitated, you should not accept donations of things
related to Saturn.
(5)In your Kundali, Saturn is placed either in the 3rd, 5th, 6th or 8th house.
According to Lal Kitab, you should not indulge in work related to gas, oil, diesel,
petrol, road construction, building construction, works of iron etc. or else you
might have to bear losses.
(6)If there is a dark room at the rear end of your house which has no provision of
light coming in except from the door then you should not open any ventilator or
window for light to come in this room or else it will have a very bad effect on your
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children.
If for some reason, you have to get the roof of this dark room changed then
before demolishing the existing roof, you should get a new roof constructed over
that room.
(7)Don't empty the place where you putting your cash and jewelry.
(8)You should definitely leave some un-cemented portions in your house.
(9)You should not live in a south facing house.
(10)Do not speak lies.
(11)Do not give false testimony.
(12)Do not speak foul.
(13)Do not abuse anyone.
(14)Do not be cruel.
(15)Keep faith in god.
(16)Worship gods and goddesses with respect.
(17)Do no consume meat and fish.
(18)Do not consume alcohol.
(19)Wear clothes with mannerism.
(20)Do get your nose and ears pierced.
(21)Keep your teeth cleaned.
(22)Live in a joint family.
(23)Maintain friendly relations with your in-laws.
(24)Worship the girls. Make them happy by giving them green colored clothes and
good food.
(25)You should gift sweet things to your sister- daughter.
(26)You should take care of your spouse the way you take care of your mother.
(27)Take care of your sister-in-law (wife of your elder
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brother).
(28)Take care of your family members.
(29)Do not accept anything from anyone for free.
(30)Do not take the wealth of a childless person.
(31)Touch the feet of the elders and take their blessings.
(32)If possible, do not live in a south facing house.
(33)Do not get hole done in the roof of your house.
(34)Leave some un-cemented place in your house.
(35)Help the handicapped, feed them food.
(36)If there is a helpless widow in the neighborhood then help her.
(37)Feed food to animals like cow, dog, crow, monkey etc.
(38)Be alert of a bald and one eyed person.
(39)Always keep your nose cleaned.
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Conjoined Planets result from Lal-Kitab
(All Predictions are based on Lal Kitab Kundali)
In your Kundali, the Sun and Jupiter are situated together in the 1st house.
According to Lal Kitab, Jupiter represents your father and Sun is his son. The
benefits of your luck would be enjoyed by both, you and your father. The
combination of the Sun and Jupiter forms the Moon. Your luck would be as
beautiful as the moon, white as pearl and bright as silver. You will make your
father's name famous and earn him glory and honor in the society. You will keep
receiving wealth from the government till the age of 38 and you will adorn a high
post.
In your Kundali, the Sun and Saturn are situated together in the 1st house.
According to Lal Kitab, this is a combination showcasing you as being an
opportunist and being ready to change according to the times. The relationship
between the Sun and Saturn is like that of a father and son. Normally, there are
noquarrels between the two of them, but sometimes Mercury is the reason of
tussle between both of them. You might get in trouble because of your sister or
daughter. Mercury will help you in this kind of a combination. Your life will be very
simple and peaceful. You will earn good profits in the business related to gold and
silver. You may be interested in spiritualism and you will be a sage and would be
very knowledgeable. If this combination becomes unfavorable, you might get into
quarrels with your spouse, as Venus is weak.Business in Sun related articles would
be very profitable for you. Your relation with your relatives would become cordial
and friendly. But business in Saturn related articles would lead you towards losses
and might also completely destroy you. To escape the unfavorable effects of this
combination, you should float Saturn related things in flowing water during solar
eclipse. You should bury things related to Mercury, like pearl, fruits, or other green
colored articles during the evening somewhere at a street square far away from
the population. If the health of your child is not keeping well, then you should get
an idol of Saturn, weighing the same as your own weight, constructed and made
to stand against a wall and then your should make a hole in the wall to let the
windpass through. If Saturn is weak in Varsha Phala, you should not indulge in
workrelated to Saturn. Doing so might lead you into losses.
In your Kundali, Moon and Mercury are situated together in the 2nd house.
According to Lal Kitab, you will receive help from Mercury. You will never face any
problem as long as your father is alive. There will be no loss in parental property. If
the effect of Mercury is weak, then you should take the help of articles related to
unfavorable Mars or Rahu.

In your Kundali, Jupiter and Saturn are situated together in the 1st house. You
might spend your life, as a preacher or a hermit, at a remote and peaceful place. If
Saturn is unfavorable, then your family and wealth might get destroyed.
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Tri planetary combination of Sun, Jupiter and Saturn is placed in any house of your
birth chart, you will earn respect and value.
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Lal Kitab Varshaphala
Lagna Kundali

Varsha Phala Kundali -37
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Lal Kitab Varshaphala
Completed - 37 Years
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Varshaphala Predictions from Lal-Kitab
Year Completed : 37
( 11:10:2016 - 10:10:2017 )

In your Varshaphala Kundali Sun is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Sun in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in 1st house and any other planet is situated in
8th house.
In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in 1st house and 7th house is vacant or Venus is
situated in it.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Sun are Sun is exalted in your VarshaPhala kundali.
Sun is in fixed house in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Sun is placed in auspicious house.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Sun is placed with friend Jupiter.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Sun is placed with enemy planet Saturn.

In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or
aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face failure or loss in your
business or service. Which ever new work you will start this year, you may face many
obstacles in it. There are some chances that you may take debt this year. Your own health
and your family member's health may be a matter of concern for you this year. You might
also face separation from your spouse and child.
Remedies of Sun in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Sun, you should do these remedies.
(1) Do not consume alcohol or non-vegetarian
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food.
(2) Keep your character good.
(3) Offer sweet water to the Sun.

In your Varshaphala Kundali Moon is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Moon in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in 3rd house and any other planet is situated in
10th house.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Moon are Moon is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Moon is placed in auspicious house.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Moon is placed with friend Mercury.

In your annual horoscope, Moon is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets or
aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have to face many mental problems.
You might suffer from eye diseases. You may roam around everywhere without any goal.
You may not earn any benefits from business tours. Your relations with your brothers might
turn sour.
Remedies of Moon in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Moon, you should do these remedies.
(1) Make use of silver utensils to eat food.
(2) Get goddess Durga worshipped.
(3) Do not make use of the money of your daughter.
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In your Varshaphala Kundali Mars is benefic.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Mars are Mars is exalted in your VarshaPhala kundali.
Mars is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Mars is placed in auspicious house.

In your annual horoscope, Mars is situated in a favorable condition in the 10th house.
According to Lal Kitab, this year, there will be an increase in your name and fame in the
society. This year is also good for financial matters. This year, you may have more
gracefulnature towards others.
Remedies of Mars in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Mars, you should do these remedies.
(1) Rear a deer.
(2) Take care of a childless person.
(3) Do not let the milk boil over on the stove.

In your Varshaphala Kundali Mercury is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Mercury in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in 3rd house and any other planet is situated
in 10th house.
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In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Mercury are Mercury is in own house in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Mercury is placed in inauspicious house in your VarshPhala Kunadali.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Mercury is placed with enemy planet Moon.

In your annual horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 3rd house along with enemy planets
oraspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you might suffer from fever etc.
Youhave to keep away from gambling, speculating and lottery. You may not be much
benefited by tours this year. This year, you may have to face family disputes. Your sister,
aunt and daughter may get unfavorable effects of Mercury. You might suffer from tongue
related diseases. If you start any business by accepting money from your sister, aunt or
daughter, then you might have to suffer from losses.
Remedies of Mercury in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Mercury, you should do these remedies.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Soak green moong in the night and feed it to the birds in the morning.
Clean your teeth by using the alum stone.
Get Goddess Durga worshipped.
Feed food to girls below 9 years old and take their blessings.
Distribute free medicines for Asthma to the patients.
Do not keep relationship with widow women.

In your Varshaphala Kundali Jupiter is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Jupiter in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 1st house and any other planet is situated
in 8th house.
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Jupiter is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Jupiter is placed in auspicious house.
Jupiter is placed in fixed house of friendly planet.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Jupiter is placed with friend Sun.

In your annual horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or
aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, there are chances that you might face some or
the other obstacles in your education this year. Your father's and grandfather's health
mightbe a matter of concern for you. In your family, someone's mental condition might
deteriorate. You should not consume alcohol or else your mental condition may be
affectedbadly.
Remedies of Jupiter in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Jupiter, you should do these remedies.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Do not accept or give gifts for free to anyone.
Apply a saffron or turmeric tilak.
Take the blessings from your elders.
Take the holy dip at Pushkar during Kartik purnima.

In your Varshaphala Kundali Venus is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Venus in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in 8th house and any other planet is situated
in3rd house.
In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in 8th house and 2nd house is vacant.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Venus are Venus is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala
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Kundali.
Venus is placed in fixed house of friendly planet.

In your annual horoscope, Venus is situated in the 8th house along with enemy planets or
aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, there may be sourness in your
married life. Your spouse's health might be a matter of concern for you. You should
behavenicely with your spouse and pay heed to her advices or else you may have to face
losses. This year there may be chances of you suffering from sexual diseases.
Remedies of Venus in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Venus, you should do these remedies.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Take active part in religious activities.
Throw a copper coin in the drain.
Do not accept anything for free.
Donate a cow, whose color is white, with a calf.

In your Varshaphala Kundali Saturn is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Saturn in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in 1st house and any other planet is situated
in8th house.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Saturn are Saturn is placed in inauspicious house in your VarshPhala Kunadali.
Saturn is placed in fixed house of enemy planet.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Saturn is placed with enemy planet Sun.

In your annual horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 1st house along with enemy planets or
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aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, you may have disputes with your close friends.
If you do not keep your character clean, then you might face obstacles or difficulties in your
service or business. Your health may also be affected adversely this year. You may face
stomach related problems, especially. There may be chances of obstacles in the field of
education or education related works. Your spouse's health might also be a matter of
concern for you.
Remedies of Saturn in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Saturn, you should do these remedies.
(1) Do not organize a musical show in your house during someone's birthday.
(2) Pour sweet milk at the roots of the banyan tree and apply tilak of that wet
mud .
(3) Keep away from alcohol and meat.
(4) Bury black antimony in the ground

In your Varshaphala Kundali Rahu is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Rahu in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in 4th house and Jupiter, Mars or Sun is
placedin 10th house.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Rahu are Rahu is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Rahu is placed in auspicious house.

In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 4th house along with enemy planets or
aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, this year, you have to keep your character
clean or else you might have to bear monetary losses. If you are married and your spouse
is pregnant then you have to take special care. Do not invest money based on your
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assumption or else you might suffer from losses. Do not make castles in the air.
Remedies of Rahu in Varshaphala

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Rahu, you should do these remedies.
(1) Do not get the terrace of your house changed.
(2) Do not keep coal sacks on your terrace.
(3) Do not change the place of your toilet.

In your Varshaphala Kundali Ketu is malefic.
The reason for inauspiciousness of Ketu in your Varshaphala Kundali
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in 9th house and any other planet is situated in
4th house.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in 9th house and Moon or Mars is placed in 3rd
house.
In your Varshaphal Kundali, other important facts related to Ketu are Ketu is exalted in your VarshaPhala kundali.
Ketu is placed in auspicious house.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Ketu is aspected by the enemy planet Moon by Half Aspect.

In your annual horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 9th house along with enemy planets or
aspected by same. According to Lal Kitab, the journeys undertaken this year will not be
beneficial. If you do not keep your character clean then your children might face problems.
You might be transferred to a far distant place and if there are chances of promotion then
some obstacles might occur for some reasons. You will also be worried in terms of your
property.
Remedies of Ketu in Varshaphala
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In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the
inauspiciouseffects of Ketu, you should do these remedies.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Wear gold in your ears.
Keep a gold brick (21 grams) with you.
Do not keep company of bad people.
Do not bully dogs.

Important yoga applicable in Varshaphala

In your annual horoscope, Mercury is placed in the 3rd, 8th, 9th 11th or 12th house.
According to Lal Kitab, the results of Jupiter will not be auspicious, and you may face
failure in government affairs.
In your horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 1st house and its enemy planets are situated
in angular houses. According to Lal Kitab, during this year, you may face financial
losses. Your health will also be adversely affected. For wealth, feed jaggery to the
monkeys.
In your annual horoscope, Rahu is placed in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab,
during this year, if you have to get the roof of your house renovated then you should
not get it done, otherwise you may face financial loss.
In your annual horoscope, Ketu is placed in the 9th house and its enemy planets are
situated in the 3rd house. According to Lal Kitab, during this year, your child may have
to face problems. As a remedy, feed bread to the black dog everyday.
In your annual horoscope, Saturn is placed in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab,
during this year, your financial condition might be quite grim. Feed milk to the snake.
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Recommendation for suitable Gemstone (Ratna)
Gemstone(Ratna) For Ascendant-Lord

Ascendant Lord -Mercury

Your Ascendant-lord is Mercury. But since it is situated in a maraka-house, it is not
advisable for you to wear a gemstone for the planet Mercury.

Gemstone(Ratna) For 9th house Lord (Navamesh)

9th house Lord (Navamesh) -Venus

Since your 9th-lord is the lord of a maraka house, wearing a gem-stone for the
9th-lord will not be advisable for you.

Gemstone(Ratna) For Yoga-Karaka Planet
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There is no natural yoga-karaka planet for your Ascendant.

Gemstone(Ratna) For Temporal Yoga-Karaka Planet

Temporal Yoga-Karaka Planet -Saturn

The planet Saturn is the temporal yoga-karaka in your chart.Since it is not exalted
or debilitated or situated in own house, you can wear a gemstone for the planet
Saturn.
Ratna (Gemstone) for Planet Saturn

Physical Attributes of Sapphire

Blue Sapphire is very attractive stone. It is known for its beauty, magnificent color,
transparency, resistance and stability. Generally, it is available in blue color. It is
symbol of adjustment, sympathy, friendship, credit and loyalty. Tanzanite, Blue
spinal, and Amethyst are substitutes for Blue Sapphire.

Benefits of wearing Sapphire

By wearing Blue Sapphire, wearer gets success, fortune and happiness. It bestows
stability in wearer's life. Blue Sapphire protects from evil eye and envy from
others.It also protects from danger while traveling. Blue Sapphire is very helpful in
recovering from illness and mental unrest or mental problems. It improves
creativeworks/thinking, intuition and concentration. It is beneficial in cold and
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biliousness and protects from outburst of Saturn. By wearing Blue Sapphire,
wearergets longevity, respect, fame, knowledge and wealth. It ensures respect
from government, protects from enemies and frees from enchantment.

Impact of Sapphire on diseases

By wearing Blue sapphire or using it as medicine, following diseases get cured eyediseases, bleeding from mouth, hiccup, madness, cough, fever, sermon,
indigestion, odd fever etc.

Important instructions for wearing Sapphire

Wearer should always wear blue sapphire with good luster, clean color and free
from blemishes, it will increase fortune. Blue sapphire should be worn in ring or
locket made of gold, silver or iron. It should be in constant touch with the skin, so
wearing in ring will be more beneficial. The weight of emerald should be 3-7 carat
(minimum 4 ratti). Men should wear stones in right hand and women should wear
in left hand. When Saturn is transiting through Capricorn or Aquarius sign or
exaltedin Libra sign or there is Uttarashadha, Sravan, Dhanishtha, Shatabhisha,
Purvabhadrapada, Chitra, Swati or Vishakha castellation on Saturday, then that
daywear Blue Sapphire settled in gold, silver or Iron.
On Saturday, get free from routine work, take a bath and wear clean/fresh
clothesbefore 2 hours 40 minutes of sunrise. After that, sit in front of the idol of
Lord Ganesha to perform worship while facing towards east. First of all, light a
lamp filled with Ghee and light some incense sticks, then offer flowers, fruits and
sweets to deity. After that, wash the gemstone ring or locket with Panchamrita
(mix of milk, curd, ghee, sugar and honey). Now re-wash this gemstone ring or
locket with Ganga Jala or pure water and place it to the feet of deity.
Now, recite the beeja mantra of Saturn for 23 times. After this, recite dhyan
mantra and rigaveda mantra for once. And at the end, recite Shani ashtottara
shatanamavali (108 names of Saturn). Now, hold your palms together, close your
eyes and concentrate on Lord Saturn and kneel down. After that, wear ring in
middle finger or locket around your neck with full faith.
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Procedure for donation of Sapphire

Saturn Yantra

Write Saturn Yantra on lead, iron or 'Ranga' plate, set a blue sapphire in the middle
of yantra and perform 'Prana-Pratishtha'. Then enchant the blue sapphire on
Saturday by Saturn mantra. Perform 'Deep Bali' during noon. After that, donate
yantra with iron, urad, mustard oil, buffalo, black cloth and dakshina to the priest.
All the malefic effects gets removed and desires gets fulfilled by donating this way.

Time period for effect of Sapphire

Starting from the day, stone set in ring, blue sapphire remains effective till 5 years
and after that it becomes ineffective. So, wearer should change blue sapphire after
5 years.
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Janma Rashi(Moon Sign) based Rudraksha recommendation
As your birth rashi (Moon Sign) is Libra, 6-faced Rudraksha is being
recommended for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Kartikeya. To the wearer, it represents the
Pancha Tatwa (or the five elements), and confers health, peace, prosperity, and
happiness. It removes blemish of Brahma Hatya when one wears it around right
arm. It confers intellectual & physical gains when one wears it around neck.

Thread 3 beeds of six-faced rudraksh in red thread on Monday, make it touch to
Shivling and wear it around neck while enchanting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY KARTIKEYA
NAMAH.

As your birth rashi (Moon Sign) is Libra, 7-faced Rudraksha is being
recommended for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Maha Lakshmi. It showers one with a lot of
wealth, and ensures plenty and abundance.However, since the Rudraksha is not to
be worn, it is to be kept in the cash-box. It removes blemish of gold stealing and
poverty and confers enough comfort of woman.

Thread seven-faced rudraksh in red thread, make it touch to Shivling and wear it
around neck or arm while enchanting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY MAHALAXMI NAMAH.
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As your birth rashi (Moon Sign) is Libra, 11-faced Rudraksha is being
recommended for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Ekadash Rudra (or Hanuman). To the
wearer, it confers wisdom, power and eloquence. It protects from all evils, and
confers success in combats and battles. Wearer becomes like Rudra and gets
success in every work. It confers the result equivalent to 1000 Ashwamedh Yagya
and donation of one lac cows.

Thread eleven-faced rudraksh in red or yellow thread on Monday, make it touch to
the feet of your deity before sunrise and wear it around neck while enchanting
AUMSARVASHAKTIMAN ISHT DEVAY NAMAH.

As your birth rashi (Moon Sign) is Libra, 14-faced Rudraksha is being
recommended for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Jyotirlinga or Lord Shiva. To the wearer, it
confers divine gifts of perfect knowledge and wisdom. The wearer can see the
past, present and future and can cure diseases caused by evil effects of afflicted
planets, black magic, etc. It destroys all the sins and blesses with able children
when one wears it on forehead.

Thread fourteen-faced rudraksh in red thread on Monday, make it touch to
Shivlingand wear it around neck while enchanting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY.
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Time for wearing Rudraksha

Generally Monday is considered as auspicious day for wearing rudraksh, but to
wear on day of Shivaratri is best. Besides this, auspicious time for wearing
rudraksh is mentioned below:

Auspicious Month (Hindi Masa)
Aashwin & Kartik Months - Best
Margshirsh & Falgun Months - Good
Aasharh & Sravan months - Below Average
Bhadrapad, Paush & More Month (Malamas) - Inauspicious

Auspicious Day
The day on which planet & castellation are favorable to name sign of wearer , he /
she should wear rudraksh on that day.
Sunday, Monday, Wednwsday, Thursday and Friday are best for wearing
Rudraksha, while Tuesday and Saturday are considered as inauspicious.

Auspicious Phase (Paksha)
For materialistic comforts, Rudraksh should wear during Waxing Moon (Shukla
Paksha) and for spiritual gain rudraksh should wear during Wanning Moon (Krishna
Paksha).

Auspicious Tithi
2nd, 5th, 10th, 13th & Full Moon light (Purnima) dates of Hindi months are best
forwearing rudraksh.

Auspicious Ascendant
Aries, Cancer, Libra, Scorpio, Capricorn & Aquarius are auspicious ascendant for
wearing rudraksh.

Auspicious Constellation (Star)
Swati, Vishakha, Rohini, Jyeshtha, Uttaraphalguni, Uttarasharha, Hast, Ashwini,
Dhanishtha, Shatbhisha & Shravan constellations are auspicious for wearing
rudraksh. Besides this, wearing rudraksh during any eclips, Makar Sankranti, Ayan,
Shiv Chaudas, Basant Panchami and full dark night (Amawasya) is also good.

Desired Rules for wearing Rudraksh (Shshtrokta rules)

Clean your mouth after becoming fresh in the morning. Recitation or enchanting
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done from unclean mouth may not produce desired results.

×äwæ³æäçh çßãèÙSØ Ù ×¢˜æÑ ÈÜ¼æØ·ÑÐ
¼¢ ÌçÁÃãæ çß³æäçh¢ ¿ ÌÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ ÂýØˆÙÌÑ ÐÐ
After it, take pure water for bath. After taking bath, concentrate your mind and
start worship. Before starting of worship, you must purify land. Mantra for
purification of land:

ú ¥Âçß˜æÑ Âçß˜ææ~ ßæ âßæüßS‰ææ¢ ‚æÌæ~ùçÂ ßæÑÐ
ØÑ S×Ú~Ì÷ Âä‡ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ â Õæã÷ØæzØ¢ÌÚÑ ³æäç¿Ñ ÐÐ
Use Kush (a kind of weed) Aasan (Seat) for sitting while worshipping and face
towards East. Keep a vessel filled with pure water during worship. Keep coconut
onthe vessel and perform Pran Pritishta proceeding. Invite all Goddess & Gods
along with Kuldevta and worship rudraksh.

First of all, wash the Rudraksha from cow dung, cow's urine, milk, curd, ghee etc.
(Panchgavya), then wash it again with Ganges water or pure water. Now, take 9
banyan leaves in a bronze dish and form eightpedaled (ashtadal) lotus from 8
leaves out of taken 9 leaves and keep one leaf at centre of lotus. Keep rudraksha
on centre leaf. Now, recite 'Om Namah Shivaya' mantra for three times. After
that,pour water on yourself and all the materials are being used in worship, while
reciting following mantra for three times -

ú ¥Âçß˜æÑ Âçß˜ææ~ ßæ âßæüßS‰ææ¢ ‚æÌæ~ùçÂ ßæÑ Ð
ØÑ S×Ú~Ì÷ Âä‡ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ â Õæã÷ØæzØ¢ÌÚÑ ³æäç¿Ñ ÐÐ
ú ‚æäLzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú ‚æ‡æ~³ææØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ·äÜ¼~ ßÌæzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú §cÅ¼~ßÌæzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú
×æÌëçÂÌë ¿Ú‡æ·×Ü~zØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ
Now take ganges water in right hand with spoon and drink it while reciting each
following mantra -

ú ·~ ³æßæØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ÙæÚæØ‡ææØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ×æŠæßæØ Ù×ÑÐ
Now, wash your hand while reciting following mantra and leave the water on
ground -

ú ‚ææ~çß‹¼æØ Ù×ÑÐ
Now, take ganges water in right hand and recite following mantra of Pranayam
Viniyoga and leave the water on ground -

ú Âý‡æßSØ ÂÚÕýræ « çcæÑ ÂÚ×æˆ×æ ¼~ßÌæ ¼~ ßè ‚ææØ˜æè À¢ ¼Ñ Âýæ‡ææØæ×~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
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Then, perform three Pranayama with following mantra -

ú zæåÑ ú zæäßÑ ú SßÑ ú ×ãÑ ú ÁÙÑ ú ÌÂÑ ú âˆØ×Ð
ú zæåzæäü ßÑ SßÑ ÌˆâçßÌäßüÚ~‡Ø¢ zæ‚ææ~ü ¼~ßSØ Šæè×çãÐ
çŠæØæ~ Øæ~ ÙÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð ú ¥æÂæ~ •Øæ~çÌÑ Úâæ~ù×ëÌ¢ Õýræ zæåzæäüßÑ SßÚæ~×÷Ð
Now, recite following mantra while pouring water on rudraksha through Kush or
spoon -

ú âlæ~ÁæÌ¢ ÂýÂlæç× âlæ~ÁæÌæØ Ù×æ~ Ù×Ñ Ð
zæß~zæß~ÙæçÌ zæß~zææßSß×æÙ zæßæ~¼÷zæßæØ Ù×Ñ ÐÐ
Then, recite following mantra while adhibiting sandal and fragranced oil in flower
and make it touch to redraksha -

ú ßæ×¼~ ßæØ Ù×Ñ, ú •Ø~cÆæØ Ù×Ñ, ú Ÿæ~cÆæØ Ù×Ñ, ú L¼ýæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ·Üçß·Ú‡ææØ
Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜçß·Ú‡ææØ Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜÂý×‰æÙæØ Ù×Ñ, ú âßü zæåÌ¼×ÙæØ
Ù×Ñ, ú ×Ùæ~‹×ÙæØ Ù×ÑÐ
Then, recite following mantra while offering Dhoop -

ú ¥ƒææ~Ú~zØæ~ ¥ƒæƒææ~Ú~zØæ~Ñ ƒææ~Ú ƒææ~ÚÌÚ~zØÑÐ
âß~üzØÑ âßü ³æß~üzØæ~ Ù×SÌ~SÌä L¼ýMÂ~zØÑ ÐÐ
Then apply sandal and fragranced oil with flower while reciting Rudra Gayatri
mantra -

ú ÌˆÂäLcææØ çß¼÷ ×ã~ ×ãæ¼~ßæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ L¼ýÑ Âý¿æ~¼÷ØæÌ÷Ð
After applying sandal, concentrate on bead of rudraksh and recite Ishan mantra -

ú §ü³ææÙÑ âßüçßlæÙæ×è³ßÚÑ âßüzæåÌæÙæ¢Ð
ÕýrææçŠæÂçÌÕýü ræ‡ææ~ùçŠæÂçÌÑ Õýrææ ç³æßæ~ ×~ ¥SÌä â¼æ ç³æßæ~×÷ ÐÐ
Specific rules for wearing 6-face Rudraksha
Viniyoga Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and
leave the water on the ground.

ú ¥SØ ×¢ ˜æSØ ¼çÿæ‡ææ×åçÌü « çcæÑ, Â¢çvÌ À‹¼Ñ, Ÿæè cæcÆ×äwææñ ¼~ßÌæ, °~¢ ÕèÁ¢, âæñ¢
³æçvÌÑ, vÜè¢ ·èÜ·¢, L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ ü ÁÂ~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
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Rhishyadinyas Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your
right hand while reciting following mantra.

ú ¼çÿæ‡ææ×åçÌü « cæØ~ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚçâ, Â¢ çvÌ À‹¼â~ Ù×æ~ ×äwæ~, ·æçÌü· ~Ø ¼~ßÌæØñ Ù×æ~
Nç¼, °~¢ ÕèÁæØ Ù×æ~ ‚æäs~, âæñ¢ ³ævÌØ~ Ù×Ñ Âæ¼Øæ~, vÜè¢ ·èÜ·æØñ Ù×Ñ Ùæzææñ,
çßçÙØæ~‚ææØ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð
Karnyas Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side
of your palm while reciting following mantra.

ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú Ÿæè¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú vÜè¢
¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú âæñ¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú °~¢ ·ÚÌÜ ·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ
Hridyadinyas Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and
bythe last mantra, take your hands above your head, take a round from back to
front and give a clap on left hand by index finger and middle finger.

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú Ÿæè¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú vÜè¢ ·ß¿æØ
ãä×÷Ð ú âæñ¢ Ù~˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú °~¢ ¥S˜ææØ ÈÅ÷Ð
Dhyan Mantra First of all, meditate on presiding deity of Rudraksha Lord Kartikeya.

·ýæ ñ@ Âßü Ìçß¼æÚ‡æÜæ~Üæ~ ¼æÙß~‹¼ýßçÙÌæ·ëÌÜ‡ÇÑÐ
¿åÌÂËÜßç³æÚæ~×ç‡æ¿æ~ ¼è zææ~ccæÇæÙÙ Á»ˆÂçÚÂæçãÐÐ
Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation,
keep rudraksh in a copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with
water in left hand and touch lower part of vessel from right hand and remove the
right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.

1-ú Oè¢ Ÿæè¢ vÜè¢ âæñ¢ °~¢ (×åÜ ×¢ ˜æ)
2-ú Oè¢ Ù×Ñ
3-ú Oå×÷
4-ú ãå¢ Ù×Ñ
5-ú Oè¢ ãä¢ Ù×Ñ (Â¢¿æÿæÚè
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×¢˜æ)
6-ú Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ
7-ú ˜Ø¢ Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢ çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæü L·ç×ßÕ¢ ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~ ×ëüÿ æèØ
×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
Specific rules for wearing 7-face Rudraksha
Viniyoga Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and
leave the water on the ground.

ú ¥SØ Ÿæè ¥Ù¢Ì ×¢ ˜æSØ zæ‚æßæÙ÷ « çcæÑ, ‚ææØ˜æè À‹¼Ñ, ¥Ù‹Ìæ~ ¼~ßÌæ, ·ýè¢ ÕèÁ¢,
ãýè¢ ³æçvÌÑ, ×× ¥zæècÅ çâhØ‰æ~ ü L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ ü ÁÂ~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Rhishyadinyas Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your
right hand while reciting following mantra.

ú zæ‚æßæÙ÷ « cæØ~ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚâ~, ‚ææØ˜æè À‹¼â~ Ù×Ñ ×äw æ~, ¥‹ÙÌæ~ ¼~ßÌæØñ Ù×Ñ Nç¼,
·ýè¢ ÕèÁæØ Ù×æ~ ‚æäs~, ãýè¢ ³ævÌØ~ Ù×Ñ Âæ¼Øæ~, çßçÙØæ~‚ææØ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð
Karnyas Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side
of your palm while reciting following mantra.

ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ·ýè¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ‚Üæñ¢¢
¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú âæñ¢ ·ÚÌÜ ·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ
Hridyadinyas Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and
bythe last mantra, take your hands above your head, take a round from back to
front and give a clap on left hand by index finger and middle finger.

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú ·ýè¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú ‚Üæñ¢ ·ß¿æØ
ãä×÷Ð ú ãýè¢ Ù~ ˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú âæñ¢ ¥S˜ææØ ÈÅ÷Ð
Dhyan Mantra First of all, meditate on presiding deity of Rudraksha Goddess Mahalakshmi.
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¥Ù¢Ì Âä¢ ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ È‡ææ³æÌçßzæåç cæÌ×÷Ð
çßEvÕ‹Šæå·-¥æ·æÚ¢ ·å×æüMÉ¢ ÂýÂåÁØ~Ì÷ÐÐ
Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation,
keep rudraksh in a copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with
water in left hand and touch lower part of vessel from right hand and remove the
right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.

1-ú ãýè¢ ·ýè¢ ‚Üæñ¢ ãýè¢ âæñ¢ (×åÜ ×¢˜æ)
2-ú Oè¢ ·ýè¢ Oè¢ âæñ×÷
3-ú Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ
4-ú Oè¢ Ù×Ñ
5-ú OÑ
6-ú ãä¢ Ù×Ñ (Â¢¿æÿæÚè ×¢ ˜æ)
7-ú ˜Ø¢ Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢ çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæü L·ç×ßÕ¢ ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~ ×ëüÿ æèØ
×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
Specific rules for wearing 11-face Rudraksha
Viniyoga Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and
leave the water on the ground.

ú ¥SØ Ÿæè L¼ý ×¢˜æSØ ·³ØÂ « çcæÑ, ¥ÙäcÅäÂ À‹¼Ñ, L¼ýæ~ ¼~ßÌæ, M¢ ÕèÁ¢, ÿæå¢
³æçvÌÑ, L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ü ÁÂ~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Rhishyadinyas Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your
right hand while reciting following mantra.

ú ·³ØÂ « cæØ~ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚçâ, ¥ÙäcÅäÂ À‹¼â~ Ù×æ~ ×äwæ~, L¼ýæ~ ¼~ßÌæØñ Ù×Ñ Nç¼, M¢
ÕèÁæØ Ù×Ñ ‚æäs~, ÿæå¢ ³ævÌØ~ Ù×Ñ Âæ¼Øæ~, çßçÙØæ~‚ææØ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð
Karnyas Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side
of your palm while reciting following mantra.
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ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú M¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ÿæå¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ×å¢
¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú Øå¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ¥æñ¢ ·ÚÌÜ ·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ
Hridyadinyas Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and
bythe last mantra, take your hands above your head, take a round from back to
front and give a clap on left hand by index finger and middle finger.

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú M¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú ÿæå¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú ×å¢ ·ß¿æØ
ãä×÷Ð ú Øå¢ Ù~˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú ¥æñ¢ ¥S˜ææØ ÈÅ÷Ð
Dhyan Mantra First of all, meditate on presiding deity of Rudraksha Lord 'Ekadash Rudra' or
Hanuman.

ÕæÜæ·æüØÌäÌ~Áâ¢ ŠæëÌÁÅæÁåÅ ~T Úß‡Çæ~••ßÜ×÷
Ùæ»~‹¼ýñÑ ·ëÌ³æ~wæÚ¢ ÁÂßÅè¢ ³æåÜ¢ ·ÂæÜ¢ ·ÚñÑÐ
wæÅ÷ßæX¢ ¼ŠæÌ¢ ç˜æÙ~˜æçßÜâˆÂ@æÙÙ¢ âä¢ ¼Ú×÷
ÃØæƒæýˆßvÂçÚŠææÙ×yÁçÙÜØ¢ ŸæèÙèÜ·‡Æ¢ zæÁ~ Ì÷ÐÐ
Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation,
keep rudraksh in a copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with
water in left hand and touch lower part of vessel from right hand and remove the
right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.

1-ú M¢ ×å¢ Øå¢ ¥æñ×÷ (×åÜ ×¢˜æ)
2-ú Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ
3-ú Oè¢ ãä¢ Ù×Ñ (Â¢¿æÿæÚè ×¢˜æ)
4-ú Ÿæè¢ Ù×Ñ
5-ú Ÿæè×÷
6-ú ˜Ø¢ Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢ çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæü L·ç×ßÕ¢ ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~ ×ëüÿ æèØ
×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
Specific rules for wearing 14-face Rudraksha
Viniyoga Page-87
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Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and
leave the water on the ground.

ú ¥SØ Ÿæè ãÙä×‹×¢˜æSØ, Úæ×¿‹¼ý « çcæÑ, Á‚æÌè À‹¼Ñ, Ÿæè ãÙä× g~ßÌæ, ú ÕèÁ¢
ãSÈýñ¢ ³æçvÌÑ, ¿Ìäßü‚æü çâhØ‰æ~ü L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ü ÁÂ~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
Rhishyadinyas Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your
right hand while reciting following mantra.

ú Úæ×¿‹¼ý « cæØ~ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚâ~, Á‚æÌè À‹¼â~ Ù×æ~ ×äwæ~, ãÙä×g~ßÌæØñ Ù×æ~ Nç¼, ¥æñ¢
ÕèÁæØ Ù×æ~ ‚æäs~, ãSÈýñ¢ ³æçvÌÑ Ù×Ñ Âæ¼Øæ~, çßçÙØæ~‚ææØ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð
Karnyas Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side
of your palm while reciting following mantra.

ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ¥æñ¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãSÈýñ¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú
wæyÈýñ¢ ¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãâýæñ¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãâyÈýñ¢ ·ÚÌÜ
·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ
Hridyadinyas Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and
bythe last mantra, take your hands above your head, take a round from back to
front and give a clap on left hand by index finger and middle finger.

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ¥æñ¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú ãSÈýñ¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú wæyÈýñ¢
·ß¿æØ ãä×÷Ð ú ãâýæ ñ¢ Ù~˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú ãâyÈýñ¢ ¥S˜ææØ ÈÅ÷Ð
Dhyan Mantra First of all, meditate on presiding deity of Rudraksha Lord Shiva.

©l‹×æ}æü‡Ç·æ~çÅÂý·ÅLç¿ØäÌ¢ ¿æLßèÚæâÙS‰æ×÷
×æñTèØ™ææ~ÂßèÌæzæÚ‡æLç¿ç³æwææ³ææ~çzæÌ¢ ·ä‡ÇÜæzØæ×÷Ð
zævÌæÙæç×C¼æÙÂýß‡æ×Ùäç¼Ù¢ ß~¼Ùæ¼Âý×æ~¼ ×÷
ŠØæg~ß¢ çßŠæ~Ø¢ ŒÜß»·äÜÂçÌ¢ »æ~cÂ¼èzæåÌßæç¼×÷ÐÐ
Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation,
keep rudraksh in a copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with
water in left hand and touch lower part of vessel from right hand and remove the
right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.
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1-ú ¥æñ¢ ãSÈý~ ¢ wæÃÈý~ ¢ ã|æñ¢ ãâ¢ÃÈýñ (×åÜ ×¢˜æ)
2-ú Ç¢ ×æ¢ Ù×Ñ
3-ú Ùýæ×÷
4-ú Ù×æ~ Ù×Ñ
5-ú Ù×Ñ (Â¢ ¿æÿæÚè ×¢˜æ)
6-ú Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ
7-ú ˜Ø¢ Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢ çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæü L·ç×ßÕ¢ ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~ ×ëüÿ æèØ
×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
General Rules for wearing Rudraksh
First of all, wash rudraksha with ganges water on any Mondays or any other
auspicious day. Then, apply sandal on rudraksha. After that, offer Dhoop, lamp
(Deep) etc. on rudrakhsa and then offer flower. After that, make it touch with
Shivalinga and recite 'Om Namah Shivaya' mantra for at least 11 times. Now,
remmember Lord Shiava and wear it or keep it at worshiping place.

After wearing Rudraksha follow these instructions.

×l¢ ×æ¢â¢ ¿ ÜæâäÙ¢ ÂÜæ¢Çä¢ ç³æ‚æýä¢ °ß ¿ Ð
³Ü~cæ¢ ¥¢Ì·¢ çßÇ÷ßæÚæã¢ zæÿæØ¢ ßÁüØ~ ÙÚÑ ÐÐ
Don't have non-vegetarian food stuffs, drugs (alcohol etc.), garlic, onion or any
prohibited food stuff after wearing of Rudraksh. Always have vegetarian food.

Don't make Rudraksh a show off thing.
Don't wear rudraksh at night and keep it at worshipping place & after taking bath
inthe morning wear it while reciting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY at least 5 times.
Whenever you put off the rosary, do keep it at worshipping place.
Don't have proud.
Be benevolent.
Don't insult or misuse rudraksh.
Control your temperament.
Behave & think
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virtuously.
Don't abuse anybody.
Follow the Brahmcharya.
Pour Gangajal on Rudraksh.
Don't use soap while taking bath.
Keep place clean and untainted while worshipping or wearing rudraksh.
Maintain the holiness of rudraksh.
Always wear rudraksh after getting done routine work and having bath.
Don't criticize any person or religion.
Stay away from dirtiness.
Have faith in rudraksh.
Give up lust, anger, lure & greediness.
Never hang rudraksh rosary on wall.
Keep away rudraksh from the woman whose menstrual cycle in on.
Don't go in any cremation while wearing rudraksh.

Important Note :
Since a genuine Rudraksha is hot, if you are an aged person or physically have a
weak constitution, then instead of Rudraksha, you should better wear a
Bhadraksha.
Bhadraksha is like the Rudraksha, but of milder color and much less heat. It
confersdivine blessings of Gouri-Shankara. It is excellent for good health and
smooth-running comfortable life with family and friends.

Mantra for Bhadraksha

¥æ~ù×÷ ‚ææñÚè ³æ¢·ÚæØ Ù×ÑÐ
Subha Mantra for Bhadraksha

âßü ×¢‚æÜ ×æ¢‚æËØ~ ç³æß~ âßü‰ææ âæçŠæ·~
Ÿæ‡æØ~ ˜æØ{Õ·~ ‚ææñÚè ÙæÚæØ‡æè Ù×SÌäÌ~ Ð
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Some Tests for checking the genuineness of the Rudrakshas
Floatation test:
When a genuine Rudraksha seed is gently placed on water, it will sink; but if a fake
one is placed on water, it will always float.
Copper Test:
A genuine Rudraksha is very hot, and has electromagnetic attraction with Copper.
If beads are held with a string over a small round thin piece of Copper metal sheet
(like a piece of Copper coin of old days), they tend to show a slow gradual
rotational movement. If the rotation is observed to be in clockwise direction, then
it is considered auspicious; otherwise, it is to be rejected – as it might be
defective.
Milk test:
If an authentic Rudraksha seed is kept in a cup of milk for a day, the milk will not
get spoilt. But if it is a fake one, the milk is to become spoilt.
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